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The evaluation of the Lewiston (Maine) Bilingual Project was un-
dertaken to determine whether the successful results produced by programs
in the Montreal and Ottawa areas (beginning with the St. Lambert experi-
ment of Lambert, et al.) in which anglophone first graders were instructed
via French could be obtained in a predominantly Franco-American city in
which French is dying out among the young. A research qua stion was
whether a traditional "cognitive" approach similar to the approaches taken
in the Canadian projects or a "confluent" approach combining affective and
cognitive elements would be more successful. These approaches were
operationally defined by a number of process objectives, the accomplish-
ment of which was monitored daily.
In the Canadian classrooms, the children were immersed in French
almost all of the time, except in certain Ottawa classes , in which instruc-
tion via French was restricted to seventy-five minutes a day. This was the
maximum average duration of the French period in the Lewiston classes.
The Canadian classrooms relied primarily on whole group instruction. In
contrast, the one confluent and two cognitive classes in one of the Lewis-
ton schools adopted grouping arrangements such that one half or one third
of the class was instructed via French at a time. This reduced the amount
of time each child was exposed to French. In the other school, both
classes relied on whole group instruction. In this school, the class which
was assigned to be confluent actually adopted a unique approach which we
termed mixed. Confluent activities were not begun until after two months
of class. A wide range and large number of cognitive and confluent activ-
ities were employed. Oral textbook reading and recitation were employed.
Tests of French phoneme production, verbal expression, receptive
competence, and reading were administered, as well as achievement
tests. In addition, an aspect of empathy was tested by a test requiring the
subject to match facial photographs on the basis of perceived feelings. In
the school with grouping, figural form B of the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking was also administered. Comparisons among all five classes and
among the classes in each school were made by analysis of variance. In
addition, a multivariate analysis of variance was executed within each
school, using variables with little missing data. For evaluative purposes
comparisons were made with various groups, including other Lewiston
classes, data reported in test manuals, and the Canadian projects. Some
cross-year and pre-post comparisons were made.
x
The results showed that the Lewiston project was not nearly as
successful as the Canadian projects in promoting French language devel-
opment, although it was much more successful than FLES (Foreign Lang-
uage in the Elementary Schools) programs. There were no overall differ-
ences among the five classes or among the three classes at the school
with grouping. At the school in which whole group instruction was em-
ployed, the difference between the classes by multivariate analysis of
variance was significant at the .01 level. All comparisons favored the
mixed class over the cognitive class except one, although only two uni-
variate analyses of variance showed significant differences.
The poorer results in the language area relative to the children in
the Canadian experiments may have been largely due to differing socio-
linguistic factors and to the program limitations of the Lewiston project
mentioned above. In the Lewiston setting, neither the cognitive nor the
confluent approach proved superior to the other. Likewise, neither whole
group nor small group instruction proved superior. Between classes em-
ploying whole group instruction, however, the class in which cognitive
activities were increasingly supplemented by confluent activities and
formal French reading proved superior to the strictly cognitive class in
which French reading was barely introduced.
xi
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CHAPTER I
INSTRUCTION VIA A WEAKER LANGUAGE: THE "COGNITIVE" APPROACH
Introduction
It has traditionally beenregarded as a disadvantage to be required
to study in a nonnative language. Macnamara (19 67) reported that
Studies of bilinguals' school achievements throw light on the effects
of teaching through the medium of a weaker language. Most of such
studies were conducted in settings where bilinguals were a minority
and could be compared with a monolingual majority. In almost all of
these studies (Macnamara, 1966a) bilinguals were found to be weaker
than monolinguals in the monolinguals' language which was of course
the language of instruction. Thus, whether or not this was the bilin-
guals' weaker language, the results show up the relationship between
grasp of the language of instruction and attainment.
In regard to the linguistic effects of teaching in a weaker lan-
guage (the focus of this study), Macnamara discounts three South African
studies (Malherbe, 1946; Logie, in Bovet, 1935; and McConkey, 1951)
which claim that the effect of teaching via a second language is beneficial
to that language without being detrimental to the first language. In his
own study he found "no significant differences in Irish or in English be-
tween children who had been taught throughout their six years of primary
schooling in Irish and those taught in English. " In other words, immer-
sion in the weaker language did not produce competence in that language.
Macnamara points out a significant social factor which may account for
the discrepancy:
2In Ireland, Irish is no more than a school subject for about 97% of
the population, in South Africa, English and Afrikaans are widely used,
and it would appear from Malherbe's report that South Africans who at-
tend bilingual schools typically have a far better knowledge of their
second language than Irish children have of theirs.
Macnamara concludes that "in view of the lack of satisfactory
evidence, perhaps the wisest counsel to follow at the present time is to
say that the linguistic effects of teaching in a second language are un-
known." Academically, however, the clear implication seemed to be that
instruction via the native language is preferable (all other things being
equal), at least at the beginning of schooling.
The conviction that bilingual instruction would help to meet "the
special educational needs of children of limited English-speaking ability
who are enrolled in schools having high concentrations of such children
from families with incomes below $3,000 per year or receiving payments
under a program of aid to families with dependent children ..." (USOE,
1969) was the motivation for the passage of Title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965. The desirability of maintaining and
further developing competence in the mother tongue was not mentioned in
the law, although it is stressed in the Office of Education guidelines.
Inthe spring of 1970, the Lewiston (Maine) School Department
received a Title VII grant for a bilingual education project to meet the
needs of its Franco-American population, estimated to constitute more
than eighty per cent of the population of the city (Guignard, 19 69) . As
3evidence of need, the proposal cited the fact that "Eighty percent of the
families, whose dominant language is French, in the target area have in-
comes of $3, 100 or less per year or are receiving payments under a State
plan ..." and that pupils in target area (central city) schools tend to
score below national norms on standardized achievement tests. It was re-
ported that "Of a total of approximately 180 kindergarten students who will
participate in the target schools, 87 or 48% have French as the dominant
language .
"
Data cited by Madeleine Giguere (1971), a sociologist at the Uni-
versity of Maine at Portia nd-Gorham , substantiate the claim that Franco-
Americans, and Lewiston residents in particular, are near the bottom of
American ethnic groups and cities in both education and income. However,
the claim that nearly half of the children were dominant in French was soon
found by the bilingual teachers to be false. Indeed, on the language sec-
tion of the Apell Test (Cochran and Shannon, 1969) , administered at the
end of the first year and the beginning of the second, only one child
scored better in Frencn tnan in English. Nor, with perhaps a few excep-
tions, was French language background a handicap. Children whose
parents reported some use of French in the home scored slightly above the
others on the English version of the test. Rather than teaching via a
stronger language, the bilingual kindergarten teachers taught French as a
foreign language. The final evaluation of the first year of the project
4(Walker, 1971) showed disappointing results .
In the spring of 1971, Dr. Donald Dugas, a linguist, was hired
as project director for the second year of operation. The focus shifted to
learning via French, the weaker language. New evidence (Lambert and
Macnamara
,
1969) showed that English speaking suburban Montreal
children, instructed via French beginning in kindergarten, rapidly acquir-
ed fluency in French without sacrificing achievement on English language
and achievement tests . Dugas had reservations
,
however, about the
traditionally structured pedagogical approach apparently employed by the
French speaking teachers in the experiment at the St. Lambert School. He
preferred the more affectively oriented approach employed by the bilingual
teachers in the St. John Valley Title III project in northern Maine, with
which he had been associated. He and the project evaluator (this writer)
decided to compare the two approaches experimentally. The approach
used at St. Lambert was labeled the "cognitive" approach, and the other
approach was called "confluent" (combining cognitive and affective) , after
George Brown (1971b).
The confluent approach was assigned to one first grade class in
each of the three project schools. The others were to employ a cognitive
approach. One of these, in the working class school, dropped out of the
project. We intended to use this class as a control group for the other
class in that school, until we learned that the best French speakers
had
been intentionally assigned to the class which dropped out. For this
5reason, we will present results only for the five classes in the two mid-
dle class schools.
In one of the schools, Martel, each of the classes adopted the
practice of grouping. The bilingual specialists worked with half a class
at a time in one class and with a third of the class at a time in the other
two. In contrast, French teaching in the two classes at the Holy Family
School was almost exclusively in a whole group setting. In this school,
the bilingual specialist who had been assigned to employ a confluent ap-
proach actually developed a unique combination of the two approaches
which we decided to term "mixed.
"
Statistical comparisons will be made among the five classes and,
where possible, with data from Lambert's study and various Canadian repli-
cations of it.
Foreign Languages in the Elementary School
In the mid-fifties, enthusiasm for "FLES" was growing. The na-
tional need for foreign language competence was strongly felt, and the in-
adequacy of foreign language instruction at the secondary and college
levels was apparent. The introduction of foreign language instruction in
grade three was justified on two grounds by the Advisory and Liaison Com-
mittees of the Modern Language Association:
1. ... the evidence concerning the process of language learn-
ing, introducing study of a second language to children at an
6age when they are naturally curious about language, when
they have fewest inhibitions, and when they imitate most
easily new sounds and sound patterns;
2* • • • the fact that real proficiency in the use of a foreign
language requires progressive learning over an extended
period. (MIA, 1956)
By the mid-sixties, it seemed, the bubble had burst. An apolo-
gist for FLES told a convention of foreign language teachers in 19 68 that
It is true that programs have been described as poor, teachers as in-
adequate, learning as negligible, and this information is being dis-
seminated not only in our learned journals but for the consumption of
the mercurial public, across the counter at the A & P. (Pillot, 1968)
In the United States, many FLES programs were dropped and few
new ones added. In some areas of Canada, however, a few English
speaking parents began to take seriously the need for their children to
become fluent French speakers as Canada was becoming officially bi-
lingual. A UNESCO Institute for Education book contained the following
report:
A new school on which information was received is the Toronto
French School which was established in 1962 with a view to bringing
into existence a medium by which children could achieve English-
French bilingualism. . . .
Children in the kindergarten classes for ages 3 to 5 are taught
entirely in French. This is continued in grade 1 and English is first
introduced in grade 2 and then only for an average of one hour per
day. In planning the programme it was argued that competence in
Frenchwould be more difficult to achieve than competence in English
for those children who live in an English milieu, and therefore, it
was decided to teach reading in French first and only after compe-
tence was achieved in that language would the children be taught to
read English. (Stern, ed., 1969)
7The St. Lambert Experiment and Related Studies
In 19 65, concerned anglophone parents in St. Lambert, an up-
per-middle class suburb on the South Shore of Montreal, approached
Wallace Lambert, professor of psychology at McGill University an au-
thority on bilingualism. Living in a community evenly divided between
anglophones and francophones, they wanted their children to become bi-
lingual by learning via French.
1
Rather than sending them to French
Canadian Schools, they wanted them to be instructed via French in their
own English Protestant (public) school. The school board was persuaded
to undertake the project, and Lambert agreed to recruit the initial franco-
phone teachers and conduct the evaluation. This has become a major ex-
perimental research effort, extending to date over a period of five years
and involving initial and follow-up classes and carefully selected English
and French speaking controls. Results have been published in several
papers and in a recent book, Bilingual Education of Children : The St .
Lambert Experiment (Lambert and Tucker, 1972).
The pilot experimental class attended a French kindergarten for
two hours a day in 1965-66, and the follow-up class did so in 1966-67
(Lambert, Just and Segalowitz, 1970). First grade was reportedly con-
ducted exclusively in French, except for two hours a week of art and
^ A mother who had played a leading role in this movement told
me the group had been inspired by the UNESCO book cited above, Foreign
Languages in Primary Education .
8music. In second grade, two daily thirty-five minute periods of English
language arts were added to the program. Also, "due to a lack of French
speaking specialists, English is the language of instruction for music,
art
,
physical education and the library period. Thus 40 percent of the
Grade II curriculum is taught via English and 60 percent via French. At
the Grade III level, because of a longer school day, 35 percent of the cur-
riculum is taught via English and 65 percent via French (Lambert, Tucker,
d’Anglejan and Segalowitz, 1970)." In fourth grade
,
an additional four-
teen minutes a day is devoted to English language arts. In fifth grade,
arighmetic is also taught in English, making the amount of instructional
time in the two languages equal (Lambert, Tucker, d'Anglejan and Silny,
1972).
The follow-up experimental group actually consisted of students
in two first grade classes in two other English schools in the system
(Lambert, Just and Segalowitz
,
1970). In addition, in 1970-71 the pro-
gram was being offered in kindergarten and first grade in five other
schools under the same school board (the South Shore Protestant Regional
School Board) . An investigation of the effects of the approach in two
working class schools was carried out in 1971. "All had participated in
kindergarten and grade I programs taught exclusively via French by native
speakers (Tucker, Lambert and d'Anglejan, 1972)."
In the past two years, a partial replication of the above studies
9has been carried out by the Ottawa Roman Catholic Separate School Board
(Edwards and Casserly, 1971 and 1972). The authors consulted with
Lambert, et al.
,
and employed many of their instruments. Several new
features were involved, however. In 1970-71, there were eight French
immersion classes scattered throughout the city and a neighboring town.
In addition, there were a number of classes in which French was used as
a medium of instruction seventy-five minutes a day. The language back-
grounds of the children were more diverse than those of the children in
the experiments of Lambert, et al. Thirty-five per cent of the immersion
children, and twenty-one per cent of the seventy-five minute children,
had a "French background." (The Interim Report for 1971-72 refers to
these as "children whose pre-school background indicates some degree of
French influence.") Another three per cent of the immersion children, and
twenty-three per cent of the seventy-five minute children, had some other
language background. Of these, the majority were Italians. Another fac-
tor was kindergarten background. Eighty-eight per cent of the immersion
children, and sixty-one per cent of the seventy-five minute children, had
attended a full day kindergarten, half in English and half in French. A
"matched comparison" group of seventy-five minute children was formed
by matching each child in the immersion group according to sex, kinder-
garten experience, language background, and intelligence score with a
child in the seventy-five minute group. In addition, Italian children
were
10
compared with others in the seventy-five minute program.
Lambert and his colleagues selected one French and two English
control groups for both the original and follow-up experimental groups.
They administered interview schedules adapted from those developed by
Bloom, Dave and Wolf to the parents, to assess social class related dif-
ferences in aspirations, values and child training practices. Since some
differences were found, this factor was controlled by the covariance pro-
cedure developed by Snedecer. Since the differences between true and
adjusted means were minor, the true means will be reported here.
In their study of French immersion classes in two working class
schools, Tucker, Lambert and d'Anglejan also selected English and French
controls for each class. They were compared on the Blishen Index of so-
cio-economic status and on Baven's Progressive Matrices. The only sig-
nificant difference favored the experimental class on the South Shore
over the control in intelligence. "The fact that the voluntary nature of the
program may naturally give rise to substantial differences among the Ex-
perimental pupils and any randomly selected sample of control pupils led
us to use the analysis of variance rather than analysis of covariance."
The Ottawa study involved only comparisons among the various experi-
mental groups. Analysis of variance was employed.
A report is available on the St. Lambert project through grade five.
Reports on the other experiments cover only first grade. We will briefly
11
summarize the results of the St. Lambert project to date, then discuss the
first grade results of all the projects in more detail. Since the phenome
production and picture description tests were administered to the children
in the Lewiston project as well as in the other projects, these results will
be presented in detail in the chapter in which our findings are presented.
Lambert, Tucker, d'Anglejan and Silny (1972) report that after
five or six years, the immersion approach has been remarkably successful.
Although fourth graders fell somewhat below the English controls in English
punctuation, capitalization and composition, by grade five they did as well
as the controls in all aspects of English ability tested. In most aspects of
French their competence is quite good. They can "read, write, comprehend
and speak French with fluency and naturalness. " In terms of gender recog-
nition, "fluency, liaison, rhythm and intonation, . . . they appear by
Grade V to approach native-like competence." Due partly to the reduced
time spent in French, they do have certain problems:
They are not fully native-like in their spoken and written French since
their conceptual vocabulary is not yet as extensive as that of native
speakers, their control of certain aspects of French grammar— particu-
larly gender and the agreements required for gender— is still far from
perfect, and their verbal expression is marred by non-native quirks
of pronunciation and grammatical errors.
The experimental children "attain a level of performance similar
to or slightly higher than that of pupils following the conventional
English-Canadian program, both in computational and problem-type mathe-
matics and in science." On a diverse battery of intelligence tests, the
12
children in the Experimental Classes perform as well as and, on certain
tests, consistently better than the Controls."
The evaluation of attitudes is ecjually favorable. The experi—
mentals' self views are as good as those of the controls, their attitudes
towards their own ethnic group are as favorable as those of the English
controls, and their attitudes toward the French and the French Canadians
are more positive. Results of a questionnaire administered to fourth and
fifth graders indicate that they are "able to communicate comfortably with
French-speaking people and establish satisfying friendships with them."
They are "extremely satisfied" with the immersion program, in contrast
to students in FLES classes, who "feel they have had too much French.
First Grade Results, Canadian Projects
English Competence . Measures 1-4 were taken from the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests (1959), Primary I Battery, and administered to
all English background classes. On the word knowledge, word discrimi-
nation and reading skills subtests, the controls scored significantly bet-
ter (p K .01) than the experimentals in the initial and follow-up St. Lam-
bert classes and the South Shore working class school. The scores of the
Ottawa students were comparable to those of the experimentals. In the
Montreal working class school, scores were somewhat lower. The exper-
imental children's scores were less than those of the controls, but not
13
significantly so. On the arithmetic concepts measure, experimentals
were not significantly different from controls, except in the South Shore
working class school, where the experimentals scored higher at the .05
level. Incidentally, the St. Lambert classes were substantially higher
than the others on this subtest.
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered as a
group test to the St. Lambert and working class classes. In the former
case, only the first eighty-five items were used, and in the latter, the
first fifty. There were no significant differences between experimental and
control groups.
A word association test was administered to all classes, and
scored for percent of syntagmatic, paradigmatic, semantic cluster, rhym-
ing, transformation and idiosyncratic responses. The Ottawa results were
combined into a total score, making comparison with the other projects im-
possible. All of the Montreal area experimental classrooms had a signifi-
cantly higher percentage of syntagmatic responses (commonly occuring runs)
,
than the controls. Referring to the first experiment, Lambert and Macna-
mara (1969) remark that this does not indicate retardation in the shift to
paradigmatic (same word class) responses, since the number of paradigmat-
ic responses by the experimentals is comparable to that of the controls.
This pattern holds in the other cases as well. Both St. Lambert experi-
mental groups did produce fewer rhyming responses than the controls, how-
ever. The authors noted that they had "more stereotyped or common
14
associational chains of ideas that are relatively less creative
(Lambert and Macnamara
,
1969)."
The stimuli used to elicit spoken language differed in each ex-
periment. Lambert and Macnamara (1969) presented a frame by frame film
story with narration, then asked the children to retell the story. Lambert,
Just and Segalowitz (1970) presented a story on audio tape for retelling,
and also had children "create" a story about a humorous incident at the
zoo, portrayed by a series of comic strip pictures which were presented to
each child. The latter technique was also employed in the working class
schools. In Ottawa, the children were given three pictures to describe.
There were no significant differences between experimental and
control groups on the fluency, enunciation and rhythm and intonation meas-
ures. It is interesting to note that the scores of all groups in the initial
St. Lambert experiment are approximately twice as great as those of sub-
sequent classes. It may be that the measures were subsequently refined,
although Lambert, et al. do not mention this.
The St. Lambert initial and follow-up classes made significantly
more grammatical errors on the story retelling task than the controls, but
the follow-up experimentals made fewer on the story creation task. The
South Shore working class experimental group made significantly fewer
errors than the control group. In the Montreal working class comparison
there was no significant difference.
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The St. Lambert follow-up and Montreal working class experi-
mental produced significantly more words than the controls
. The other
comparisons showed no significant differences. The working class and
Ottawa classes produced approximately twice as many words as the other
classes. This might be due to the differences in stimulus situation, ex-
cept that the story creation task was exactly the same for the St. Lambert
follow-up classes and the working class classes. Furthermore, we would
normally expect working class children to produce fewer words. Perhaps
the atmosphere was more congenial in the later experiments.
On the test of listening comprehension, introduced in the St.
Lambert follow-up experiment, the situation is reversed. The follow-up
class and controls score twice as high as the working class groups. There
are no significant differences between experimental and control groups.
French Competence . A French version of the Metropolitan Word
Discrimination subtest, with thirty-two rather than thirty-five items, was
used in the St. Lambert initial and follow-up experiments. The experi-
mentals did significantly better than the French Canadian controls in the
initial experiment, but there was no difference in the follow-up compari-
son.
An alternate form of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was
translated into French and administered in the same way as the English
version, to the St. Lambert follow-up classes and the working class
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classes. Comparisons favored the controls, at the .01 level, in every
case. As expected, the St. Lambert children did better than those in the
working class schools. It should be noted that the ordering of the items
from easiest to most difficult does not apply to the French version.
In the St. Lambert initial and follow-up experiments, a similar
pattern emerges in the French word association analysis as in the English.
The experimentals produced significantly more syntagmatic responses, but
the number of paradigmatic responses did not differ significantly. In the
South Shore working class comparison, however, the controls produced
significantly more syntagmatic responses than the experimentals due to
the fact that the experimentals produced a large number of idiosyncratic
responses
.
The same stimuli were used to elicit spoken French as to elicit
spoken English. Linguists' ratings were reported only in the St. Lambert
experiments and in Ottawa. On all ratings—overall expressive ability,
grammatical errors, liaison, and rhythm and intonation—the controls did
significantly better than the experimentals.
Lambert and Macnamara (1969) did not report total number of
words produced. In the follow-up experiment, the experimental and con-
trol groups did not differ significantly on either the story retelling or story
creation task. The Montreal working class controls produced over twice
as many words as the experimentals (p ^ .01). The South Shore working
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class controls produced fifteen more words than the experimentals
,
but
this difference is not significant. The follow-up experimental and control
classes produced fifty-six to sixty-four words on the average. The work-
ing class classes averaged fifty-four to eighty-five, except for the Mon-
treal control group, which averaged 131. The number produced by Ottawa
children ranged from twenty- six, by English speaking seventy-five minute
children who attended one-half day kindergarten, to 124, by French speak-
ing seventy-five minute children who attended one-half day kindergarten.
The wide fluctuations observed with this measure in both English and
French may raise some question as to its reliability.
The follow-up controls scored significantly higher in listening
comprehension than the experimentals, but there were no differences in
the working class schools. Once again, the follow-up classes scored
about twice as well as the working class classes.
In the St. Lambert initial and follow-up experiments, children
were administered a phoneme production test. Nineteen difficult French
phonemes were embedded in fourteen French phrases which the children
were asked to repeat on tape. A linguist rated each child's performance
on each phoneme from 0 (nul) to 3 (bon) , making the total possible score
fifty-seven. The control group scored significantly higher than the origi-
nal experimental group (p K .01). The follow-up control group was not
tested. The follow-up experimentals scored slightly lower than the
initial
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experimentals
,
averaging thirty-eight or moyen (average).
The Catholic School Commission of Greater Montreal's test of
French reading skills was administered to the St. Lambert classes. This
test contains ten items each dealing with word discrimination, sentence
comprehension, and the ability to reorder words in a disordered sentence,
for a total possible score of thirty. Class averages ranged from fifteen to
seventeen, with no significant differences between experimental and con-
trol groups
.
The School Commission's mathematics test (Test de Rendement
en Calcul) was administered in the initial, but not in the follow-up exper-
iment. There was no difference between the experimental and follow-up
classes
.
Intelligence Measures . The Ravens Progressive Matrices test
was administered to the initial experimental and two English control
groups. The controls scored slightly higher than the experimentals, and
the difference "was significant at the .01 level. There was no significant
difference among groups in the follow-up experiment, however. This
same test was administered to the experimental and English and French
control groups. In the South Shore comparison, the experimental and
English control classes scored significantly higher than the French controls.
The Montreal working class groups and the South Shore French controls
scored in the teens, while the other classes had mean scores in the twen-
ties.
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The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Scale was administered to the
follow-up experimental and English control classes, and to the Montreal
working class classes. There were three subtests, each with twenty-five
items: vocabulary, not-belonging
,
and go-together. The only significant
difference favored the two follow-up control classes on the not-belonging
subtest.
Foreign Language Sensitivity . The St. Lambert experimental
classes were compared with the English control groups on a test of Rus-
sian phoneme discrimination. There were no significant differences.
Immersion vs. 75 Minute Comparisons: The Ottawa Experiment
The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, Level One was admin-
istered to the immersion group in French and to the seventy-five minute
group in English at a later time, making comparison impossible.
The immersion group scored significantly higher on the Test de
Rendement en Francais and the Test de Rendement en Calcul , as well as
on the arithmetic subtest of the Metropolitan Achievement Test. The two
groups did not differ significantly on the other subtests of the Metropoli-
tan.
"The Grade One immersion children were rated superior to their
seventy-five minute counterparts on the English and French versions of
thP. Word Association Skills Test." As noted above, this is the same test
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as was administered by Lambert, et al. However, results by type of re-
sponse were not reported; and the method of arriving at the total score
was not described. Presumably, paradigmatic responses were weighted
positively and syntagmatic responses, negatively.
Linguists' ratings of the story creations yielded no significant
differences between groups on the English task, but did yield significant
differences in favor of the immersion group when the stories were told in
French. On the word and error counts, the groups differ in several re-
spects, which will be delineated in the chapter on results.
The tests for specific learning disabilities and two behavior rat-
ing forms were also administered. On the Slingerland Screening Test, the
immersion class obtained superior scores on self-corrections and poor
formations, and made no more total errors than the seventy-five minute
group. On the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, the immersion
children score higher on the grammatic closure subtest, and do not differ
from the seventy-five minute children on the other three subtests admin-
istered .
The children in the immersion program were evaluated lower on
social maturity by their teachers, using the Vineland Social Maturity
Scale. Two among five subtests of the Pupil Behavior Rating Scale com-
pleted by English speaking teachers favored the immersion children: Audi-
tory Comprehension and Listening, and Spoken Language. Ratings by
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French speaking teachers on the French version of the scale favor the im-
mersion children with regard to these subtests, and also Behavior, Motor,
and Total Score.
Summary of First Grade Results
First grade English background children who are immersed in
French seem to suffer somewhat in the language arts areas of English
achievement, scoring lower than the English controls on the word knowl-
edge, word discrimination and reading skills subtests of the Metropolitan.
In comparison with children who were exposed to French seventy-five
minutes a day, the Ottawa immersion children scored higher on the arith-
metic subtest only. Also, the immersion children consistently show a
higher percentage of syntagmatic runs
,
a more stereotyped and immature
type of association.
In French, the immersion children score consistently lower than
their French Canadian controls in French vocabulary, linguists' ratings of
their verbal performance, listening comprehension and phoneme production.
The immersion children also produced more immature French associ-
ations than the controls. They produced more syntagmatic responses, ex-
cept in one working class class, which produced a high number of idiosyn-
cratic responses. Since the number of paradigmatic responses, considered
to be more mature, did not differ between experimental and control groups
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in either English or French, it may be that no retardation is involved.
Remarkably, the experimentals did as well as the controls on
the French achievement tests, and produced as many words in their nar-
rations. In French word discrimination, the initial St. Lambert immersion
class actually did better than the French Canadian controls.
In Ottawa, the immersion and the seventy-five minute groups did
not differ in linguists' ratings of their English story creations, and differ-
ences in counts of English and French words and errors were equivocal.
The immersion group had more mature word associations in both English
and French. The immersion group received higher ratings for their story
creations in French, and did better on the French achievement tests.
No comparisons with traditional FLES classes have been pre-
sented. Lambert remarked that children in such classes are unable even
to follow the directions of the tests intended for native French speakers.
It is not surprising that the English background children in French immer-
sion classes scored significantly lower than the controls in several cases.
It is remarkable that they did as well as they did. Continuing through the
elementary school, the St. Lambert immersion classes have made great
progress in French, with no lasting costs in English proficiency and
achievement.
Exposure to French for seventy-five minutes a day is clearly a
less desirable alternative. However, children in such classes did make
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substantial progress. This is certainly a more feasible alternative in
most American schools, as it was for the Lewiston Bilingual Project.
CHAPTER II
THE "CONFLUENT" APPROACH
Traditional Pedagogy in Immersion Classrooms
The remarkable results produced by the immersion approach might
be expected to promote a widespread enthusiasm for its adoption. Near
native-like mastery of a foreign language has been achieved in elemen-
tary school with negligible academic costs. For many educators, a major
reservation may well be the following concern: Is the immersion approach
compatible with modern concepts of the open classroom and of the impor-
tance of fantasy and feeling in education?
The methods employed in the immersion classrooms in Greater
Montreal, as observed by this writer, tended to be traditional. There was
little if any small group or individual study. Little direct attention was
given to the emotions. A description appended to Lambert and Tucker's
(1972) recent book confirms this impression. It is based on a two hour
"Observation made in early October 1971 by Mme. Benoite Noble, an ex-
perienced teacher from France who has taught in France, England, and
Canada." The report on grade one is included here in full.
Very much like a European (or traditional) class. The children sit
at desks, are not allowed to move freely in the class, and have to
raise their hand before talking. Everything is directed and controlled
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by the teacher, and most activities are group ones. Again the teach-
er talks a great deal and gives explanations accompanied by more
gestures than would be the case if the children were French-speaking.
Reading is also a group activity at the start. The teacher reads
the text slowly and gives many explanations. All the children follow
in their books
,
putting their finger or a ruler under the line being read
aloud. Then the children read one after the other. Some reading is
mimeographed, and in that case difficult words are depicted pictori-
ally and not written.
For dictations, the teacher prepares stencils with all the words
in the text, but in a random order. The children cut out each of the
words, and paste them one by one on a sheet of paper as the teacher
dictates slowly. Everything is done following directions and sugges-
tions of the teacher: close your books, put them in your drawer, take
a pair of scissors, cut the word "le," and so forth.
The children speak mostly English to the teacher and always Eng-
lish to each other. When they speak French, at the urging of the
teacher, it is done haltingly and hesitantly, and the teacher has to
fill in. However, when they read a text already studied in the group,
they read very well and with hardly any English accent. The reading
book is one used by French-speaking children in grade 1. The work-
book that accompanies the test is not used, because it is too difficult
The teacher prefers to prepare stencils to accommodate the limited vo-
cabulary of the children.
There is less "free time'8 than in a conventional first grade. The
emphasis is on understanding French and on acquiring structures and
vocabulary, and many activities are directed towards that goal. The
class is more "regimented" and "disciplined," but the children do not
seem disturbed, nor do they show signs of tension. They seem happy
and proud of their work. There is no noise or chatter. The main im-
pression is that the teacher is completely in control of her class, and
that everything comes from her. At all times, the children do what
she wants them to do.
The incentive and effort come from the teacher.
Many of the immersion teachers at St. Lambert are from France
and other countries in the French-speaking world which embrace a more
structured and authoritarian pedagogical philosophy than is current in Eng-
land and North America . Lambert, Tucker, d'Anglejan and Silny (1972)
seem rather sympathetic to these methods (although they may favor some
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liberalization). They are sharply critical of a current movement in French-
Canadian schools away from early emphasis on dicte'e and redaction and
toward oral expression in Canadian French. Is this merely the bias of the
teachers and experimenters involved, or are traditional teacher-centered
methods essential in immersion programs? This problem is a major focus
of the present study.
The Rationale for the Confluent Approach
Max Birnbaum has pointed out that
During the 19 60's, public education discovered the emotions. Cogni-
tive learning and skill training, the traditional components of educa-
tion, no longer satisfied the needs of a generation that had experi-
enced the civil rights revolt, the widening generation gap, the increas-
ing confusion of teachers, administrators, and school board members
about ends and means in education. The result was a growing inter-
est in various approaches to affective learning that assign to the emo-
tional factor in education a role as important as—or perhaps, more im-
portant than—the traditional substantive content and skills. (Wein-
stein and Fantini, 1970)
Weinstein and Fantini report that "At least 350 major approaches
to dealing with psychological growth and some 3,000 affective exercises
and techniques have been identified." It is not our purpose to review
these approaches and techniques, or to advocate any or all of them, but
rather to highlight a few of the major arguments and goals put forth by
spokesmen for this movement. Empirical evidence in support of confluent
education is hard to come by. Yet the rationale, although largely intuitive,
philosophical and impressionistic, may have some validity. The results of
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an empirical test of its validity, within a restricted context, will be pre-
sented in Chapter V.
George Isaac Brown coined the term "confluent education," defin-
ing it as "essentially a synthesis of the affective domain (feelings, emo-
tions, attitudes, values) and the cognitive domain (the intellect, the activ-
ity of the mind in knowing)" (Brown, 1971a). The "techniques and disci-
plines" of confluent education "derive from the humanistic psychology of
such figures as Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers, as well as from devel-
opments in such disparate and often unlikely fields as modern dance, the
contemporary theater, Eastern religions
,
new group therapies
,
physical
education, and the creativity training used by certain large corporations"
(Miller, in Brown, 1971b). Confluent education seems similar to the
"humanistic education" of Weinstein and Fantini (1970).
Brown sees man's (at least modern American man's) basic psycho-
logical shortcoming as a dearth of feeling. "Deprived of feelings to tell
us what we want or don't want, we react primitively, compulsively, ritual-
istically." The causes of this predicament are said to lie in the socializa-
tion process:
As children, we are unable to separate the acts we do from the feelings
or impulses that accompany them. When we are punished for a naughty
act, we also assign the punishment to the feelings that precipitated and
sustained the act. . . . As we become socialized . . . , we not only
restrain our "bad" acts but also repress our "bad" feelings. . . . The
more we deaden all feeling, for apparently we have no way of selecting
for elimination only those unacceptable feelings. (Brown, 1971b)
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There are three unfortunate consequences of the denial of genu-
ine feelings: "the replacement of real feelings by pseudo-feelings—
feelings we think we have—the fear of change, and the substitution of
fantasy and illusion for reality. "
Others have stressed not the deprivation of feelings but rather
their preeminence, and the futility of educational approaches which ig-
nore them. William Rhodes states that "The emotional content of social-
personal learning must resonate to the child's internal dynamics." He
cites the opinion of a teacher of Maori children and author of an influ-
ential book, Sylvia Ashton-Warner: "What is learned, in order to be
learned and become an organic part of the person, must have intense
meaning to the child. The teacher can reject nothing of what is inside
the child" (Rhodes, 19 67).
The goal of confluent education is the strengthening of the af-
fective aspect of the personality and its integration with the cognitive
aspect into a harmonious whole. The expression of feelings is encour-
aged, but "A healthy individual has a mind and uses it—not to deny the
existence of feelings but to differentiate how , when, and with whom it
is appropriate to express feelings spontaneously from occasions when
one must wait" (Brown, 1971b).
The importance of "confronting" choice situations is stressed
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by both Weinstein and Brown. Weinstein portrays a learning process
called a "trumpet" beginning with "INDIVIDUAL CONCERNS," followed by
Experience confrontations , " and culminating at the broad end with
"CHOOSE" (Weinstein, 1971). Brown describes the process as follows:
The unending interaction of self with the universe produces an inter-
play sequence of (1) conflict, (2) confrontation, (3) persistence and
(4) resolution or finishing up. (Brown, 1971a)
Another important technique in confluent education we might call
reference association after Feldman (1970). Many of the activities sugges-
ted in Human Teaching for Human Learning (Brown, 1971b) are examples of
this technique. The student calls to mind a certain locus and uses it as a
reference point for imaginary observation of its surroundings. He identi-
fies with that point, both cognitively and emotionally, and experiences
events as he imagines the object, or an individual in that location, would
experience them. For example, children are asked to take a trip through
their own body, concentrating on each body part as they encounter it.
Another possibility would be to imagine you are the sun, looking out at the
planets as you send them your light and heat.
Fantasy is seen as a tool for the investigation of reality, rather
than a flight from reality. Since "reality should be considered existenti-
ally as being in constant flux . . . , the individual must learn to experi-
ence himself, and the part of the universe in which he finds himself, di-
rectly or indirectly, from moment to moment" (Brown, 1971a). To do this
requires "optimal use of intellect," according to Brown.
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This point is well made by the psychiatrist Lawrence S. Kubie
in his paper, "The Utilization of Preconscious Functions in Education"
(1967). He describes learning and thinking as "preconscious processing
plus conscious sampling." He states that from age three to six, "two
vital freedoms are endangered in the same phase of growth: the freedom
to be creative and the freedom to learn preconsciously . " The confluent
approach might be seen as an attempt to prolong the capacity to learn cre-
atively and preconsciously. Torrance (19 67) reports that "creative activ-
ities and opportunities for practicing creative thinking" were found to pro-
mote creativity in children, as measured by the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking. Such activities, in which children are encouraged to use their
preconscious powers to produce divergent responses, are stressed in the
confluent approach.
Will an approach which is oriented toward the promotion of cre-
ativity produce poorer achievement than a more strictly academic ap-
proach? The contrary seems to be the case for those children who are
naturally creative, and who are often "turned off" by traditional class-
room activities. Torrance points out that
If one examines closely the research concerning the interaction be-
tween different kinds of abilities and different methods of instruc-
tion, an interesting picture unfolds. When knowledge is obtained
by authority, a measure of mental age or intelligence is a better
predictor of achievement than measures of originality, fluency, and
the like. When knowledge is obtained in creative ways, for example
by discovery or experimentation, the measures of originality, fluency,
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and the like seem to be better predictors than scores on intelligence
tests. (Torrance, 19 67)
Another ability whicn should be promoted by the confluent ap-
proach is empathy. Foote and Cottrell (1955) define empathy as the "abil-
ity correctly to interpret the attitudes and intentions of others ..." and
to "perceive situations from others' standpoint, and thus anticipate and
predict their behavior." The authors propose the hypothesis that child-
ren who are "given explicit instruction, training, and practice in accurate
portrayal of others who represent different toles in his own life situations
and different subcultural identities" will show more empathic capacity
than children who are not given such experiences. Since "role taking"
is a type of reference association, the confluent approach should involve
many such activities.
In the family context, Foote and Cottrell suggest the importance
of relative equality and reciprocity, and of affection in a relationship
characterized by open communication. These should ideally character-
ize the confluent classroom, as well. Specifically, the authors hypothe-
size that
Unilateral acts of parental subordination to the child's demands, or
of administering rewards and punishment, minimize reciprocity and
inhibit the development of empathic response. Striking the child in
anger at something he has done and in other ways reacting to his
acts so that he discovers that "parents too are human, " is more
in
the direction of reciprocity and communication than the detached
and impersonal application of rules of punishment and reward.
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Certainly, the advocates of confluent education would agree.
Teachers are given sensitivity training, and encouraged to express their
feelings with each other and with the children. Of course, these advo-
cates would also agree that it is important that children should be taught
"by teachers who are themsleves high in empathic capacity" (Foote and
Cottrell, 1955).
The Confluent Approach to Language Learning
First and second language learning . Why is the acquisition of
one's native language so seemingly effortless, and learning a second
language so difficult and often unsuccessful? Vygotsky (1962) theorized
that these two processes develop in opposite directions. Native lan-
guage acquisition was compared to the development of spontaneous con-
cepts, of which the child only gradually becomes conscious. Learning
a foreign language was said to be analogous to the influence of scienti-
fic concepts on mental development. Such concepts begin with their
verbal definitions and only later acquire the "rich content derived from
personal experience." "In one's native language, the primitive aspects
of speech are acquired before the more complex ones. . . . With a for-
eign language, the higher forms develop before spontaneous, fluent
speech." Vygotsky stressed the importance of formal education in the
teaching of scientific concepts and foreign languages.
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The contemporary psycholinguist, David McNeill, expresses a
similar idea in the terminology of the transformational grammarians:
Whereas a young child proceeds from the deep structure to the sur-
face structure, in the manner I have described, an older second-
language-learner begins with well-formed surface structures and
proceeds to discover the deep structures that go with them. In con-
trast to a child, whose earliest speech is intimately connected with
meaning, an older learner's speech is maximally remote from mean-
ing. (McNeill, 19 65).
Although there are certain inherent differences between the two tasks,
McNeill gives primary importance to the differences in the learning en-
vironment.
In one case, a very young child, totally innocent of language, re-
ceives haphazard examples of speech from his parents. In the
other case, an older child or adult, already fluent in a language,
receives carefully contrived instruction on rules, vocabulary, pro-
nunciation, and everything else that goes into teaching a foreign
language. Or, to mention another difference, in one case we find
a young child completely immersed in his task, working at language
acquisition during nearly every waking minute, and experiencing
language as a part of his normal daily round of activities, whereas
in the other case, we see at best a part-time participant, acquiring
a foreign language in a context almost as far removed from the natu-
ral circumstances of first-language acquisition as possible.
Granted that the instructional circumstances of second lan-
guage learning have generally been quite different from those of first
language acquisition, to what degree must this be so? In the St. Lam-
bert and Ottawa experiments, children were immersed in French much as
they had been immersed in English. Instruction in grammar, etc. , was
similar to a first language language arts curriculum, rather than to a
second language class. The results showed much greater progress in the
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lssrning of Frsnch than that produced by formal foreign language instruc—
tion. It should be noted that the programs were begun when the children
were still well within the "critical period" for language learning, al-
though the peak (age 2) had passed (Lenneberg, 1967). It would be in-
teresting to study the experimental children psycholinguistically to as-
certain to what extent their development in French parallels the stages of
first language acquisition. From the evidence presented, it appears that
the children have made good progress in mastering both the surface and
base structures of the language.
Some studies have been carried out of the simultaneous acqui-
sition of two languages in early childhood. One of the earliest was by
Leopold (1969). The Soviet researcher, Imedadze, found that a child
who simultaneously learned Russian and Georgian began much earlier
than monolingual children to distinguish an object from its name (1960).
Although both languages were acquired spontaneously, the child became
conscious of language earlier than is normal for monolingual children.
I have also found this to be true of my two year old daughter, who is
simultaneously acquiring English and Spanish. At about the time of her
second birthday, she reportedly asked an English-speaking babysitter to
"speak Spanish.
"
Recently, Merrill Swain, following the sociolinguists, has con-
tended that bilingualism and multilingualism are but instances of the
simultaneous acquisition of codes and code- sw itching , which are
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universal aspects of linguistic development and behavior (1971). She
studied the use of yes/no questions by a child who was simultaneously
acquiring French and English. She found that a common developmental
pattern emerged in the use of devices to signal yes/no questions, re-
gardless of the language. "Given the thesis that the same processes
are involved in the acquisition of codes, whether the codes are lan-
guages or subvarieties of a language, this is to be expected."
It is an open question, to what degree we may fruitfully regard
the learning of a second language in a primary school immersion program
as an instance of the universal phenomenon of acquisition of alternative
codes. Of course, the acquisition of English and French codes is not
simultaneous, at least for the English background children. For the
children in Ottawa and Lewiston who have some French background,
there has been some simultaneous acquisition of codes. At any rate,
there seems to be sufficient relation between first and second language
learning in these settings to justify a consideration of some of the evi-
dence on first language learning.
In both the cognitive and the confluent approach, a "first lan-
guage" approach to learning French is envisioned. In the confluent ap-
proach, a closer approximation to the informal, emotion-laden context
of the home is sought. In the cognitive approach, a formal classroom
setting is accepted, but learning French is regarded as incidental to
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instruction in other subjects.
Emotional factors in first language acquisition
. The part played
by emotional factors in first language acquisition has been given little at-
tention by developmental psycholinguists. There is one perceptive article
entitled "Affective Learning in the Language Development of Young Child-
ren" (Robeck, 1969). The point is made that "The child masters the com-
plexities of language because in listening and speaking there is payoff in
what he needs, both physically and emotionally. "The importance of mak-
ing the child's early efforts to communicate a pleasurable experience can
hardly be overemphasized." These factors are often overlooked in school
(especially in foreign language classes)
,
where the focus is on language
itself rather than on the need for it, and where language drills are hardly
pleasant first experiences.
In language acquisition, there is an interrelationship between
cognitive and affective components:
There is also a conceptual level of learning the affects, or feeling
components, of communication. These conceptualizations involve
the learner's discovery of the source of social satisfaction, emotional
payoff, or aesthetic qualities in language and communications.
The young child often creates expressions because he has not
yet learned the conventions of the language. In school, the teacher's tend-
ency to "correct" these may discourage the child from further creativity in
language. "How to teach the child the conventions which are necessary
for communication, while building in him a self-image as innovator, is a
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delicate teaching responsibility" (Robeck, 1969). In the confluent ap-
proach, greater weight is given to open and creative expression, and less
to learning the conventions.
Pre-school approaches to language development . Pre-school
educational programs have traditionally adopted an informal approach to
language development. In a recent review of the literature, Cazden
(1971) refers to Susan Isaacs' school of the 1920's:
In her school program she was more concerned with avoiding verbal-
ism by keeping language closely related to the children's active ex-
ploration of objects and events than with promoting the use of lan-
guage itself. Nothing we have learned about language development
in the forty years since Isaacs wrote proves her wrong or mis-
guided.
With regard to the affective factor, Isaacs wrote "It is under the stimulus
of wishes and emotions that language develops most freely and fully"
(cited by Weber, 1971).
Cazden classified current pre-school oral language programs
into three categories, according to the degree of structure imposed.
The English Infant School and Bank Street are in the least structured cat-
egory, and the Bereiter-Engelmann approach is in the category which is
most highly structured. A number of programs fall in the middle category.
The structured and unstructured categories are contrasted in terms of
four essential characteristics:
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Unstructured
Children's activities are largely
determined by their interests,
with little or no imposition by
the teacher of a pre-determined
sequence
.
Divergent responses are encour-
aged.
The teacher encourages the use
of language in the context of
the child's own play activities.
The program is designed for
both cognitive and affective
goals and for all children.
Structured
Children's activities are pre-
determined by the teacher's de-
cision on optional content and
sequence
.
Convergent responses are elic-
ited.
The teacher teaches language in
situations designed for instruc-
tions in skills and subskills.
The program is designed primar-
ily for cognitive goals carefully
selected to meet the needs of
particular children.
The "structured" approach in pre-school appears to bear some-
what more resemblance to traditional approaches in elementary and sec-
ondary school, except that the last phrase, "carefully selected to meet
the needs of particular children" applies primarily to compensatory pro-
grams. In England, however, the perceived success of the unstructured
approach in the nursery school (pre-school) has led to its widespread
adoption in the infant schools (primary schools). After a year's study of
The English Infant School and Primary Education , Lillian Weber (197 1)
summarizes the prevalent attitude on the part of English educators as
follow s
:
The English verdict, then, is that the catalytic agent that turns a
child's experience into language is the festering presence of adults
discussing that experience with him. They continue to feel that the
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experience most effective for vocabulary stimulation occurs during
spontaneous play. They continue to question direct provision by the
adult, the efficacy of passive take-in, of specific structuring.
Informal approaches to foreign language teaching. The trend to-
ward informal education is beginning to appear in the field of foreign lan-
guage teaching. Valette (1971) traces the history of foreign language teach-
ing in this century through a sequence of central foci: first translation, then
reading, then speaking, and, in "the coming decade," "communicative compe-
tence" (the ability to "grasp the underlying meanings"). This new approach
emphasizes "the 'creative' aspect of language and the views of the genera-
tive (or transformational) linguists."
The leading exponent of this new focus is a former student of Wal-
lace Lambert, Leon Jakobovits. His controversial book, Foreign Language
Learning : A Psycholinguistic Analysis of the Issues (1970), makes the case
welL In a talk given in 1970, Jakobovits stated that he is "in agreement
with Carl Rogers' student centered conception of the ecucational process
where the responsibility for learning is placed where it truly belongs, on the
student and not on the teacher" (Jakobovits, 1970b). He suggested that
the students and the teacher must be willing to play a particular kind
of a game whereby they pretend that they know no English and the
only possible mode of interaction is either nonverbal or through the
medium of the target language. ... At any time, the information the
students are asking is determined by, not what is in lesson no. 16
in a textbook, but the communicative needs of the moment that the
person-to-person interaction creates.
Jakobovits advocates an "encounter-communication workshop" to prepare
teachers to use this approach (Jakobovits, 1970c).
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Social and Attitudinal Factors in the Choice between
Cognitive and Confluent Approaches to
Learning via a Weaker Language
There is a considerable body of research on attitudinal factors in
language learning, mostly involving French Canadians, Franco-Americans
and anglophone North Americans and the learning of French, and mostly
conducted or inspired by Wallace Lambert and his associates. The basic
conclusion is based on three studies in Montreal: two involving English
Canadian students of French, and one involving Jewish students of Hebrew.
It is that "students with an integrative orientation were the more success-
ful in language learning in contrast to those instrumentally oriented"
(Lambert, Gardner, Olton and Tunstall, 1970). These terms are defined
as follows:
The orientation is "instrumental" in form if the purposes of language
study reflect the more utilitarian value of linguistic achievement,
such as getting ahead in one's occupation, and is "integrative" if
the student is oriented to learn more about the other cultural commun-
ity as if he desired to become a potential member of the other group.
The instrumental and integrative orientations to language learn-
ing may be seen as aspects of the two basic trends in human motivation
identified by Andras Angyal: "the trend to master and the trend to belong"
(Jones, 1968).
He spoke of these as the trends toward "autonomy" and "homonomy"
respectively. Twenty years later he felt compelled to reinforce his
formulations of homony, because a generation of psychologists had
insisted on giving it short weight in their interpretations of his the-
ory....
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Jones concludes that "fantasy and feeling" need to be given greater em-
phasis in education, to promote the development of homonomy. In his
"Critique of Bruner," he chides the author of Towards a Theory of Instruc-
tion for giving lip service to the importance of feeling in education, but
forgetting to include it in his prescriptions.
May one make a similar "critique of Lambert"? Does the import-
ance of integrative motivation in language learning call for a strong affec-
tive component in the curriculum, a component which is lacking in the im-
mersion programs he has promoted and evaluated? Lambert goes on to
report that "the acquisition of French skills whose development depends
on the active use of the language in communicational settings was deter-
mined solely by measures of an integrative motivation to learn French.
"
In an attempt to promote favorable attitudes toward French Canadians, and
verbal interaction with French speaking children called for? The authors
continue, "Further evidence indicated that this integrative motive was the
converse of an authoritarian ideological syndrome. ..." May such a
syndrome be promoted by an authoritarian classroom?
Attitudinal change in the St. Lambert Project . How successful
has the immersion program at St. Lambert been in promoting an integrative
orientation toward French speakers on the part of English Canadian stud-
ents ? The experimenters administered attitude questionnaires to the pilot
and follow-up experimental and control groups at the end of each of the
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past three years. A semantic differential technique was employed. In
second grade, the follow-up experimental class was found to be "less eth-
nocentric and biased toward their own ethnic group," relative to the Eng-
lish and French Control children (Lambert, Tucker, d'Anglejan and Segal-
owitz, 1970). They did see the other ethnic group as less "good" than
their own, but this difference was significantly smaller than in the case
of the English and French Canadian controls.
Through second grade, the immersion students were in a com-
pletely English Canadian school. In third grade, however, "they moved
into a central school in which several classes of French Canadian Protes-
tant youngsters were set aside within a separate academic program."
These children were relatively disadvantaged. The effect seemed to be to
produce some prejudice on the part of the pilot experimental children.
They were intermediary between the French controls, who were slightly
less favorable to the other ethnic group, and the English controls, who
were quite unfavorable to the French and French Canadians , on the traits
bad-good, mean-kind, dumb-smart, sad-happy, slow -fast, and not hand-
some-handsome. Both experimental and English control children saw the
French Canadians as very unfriendly relative to English Canadians. Fur-
thermore, the pilot experimentals saw French Canadians as dumber,
meaner and less friendly than European French. The authors proposed
that
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this subtle distinction between FC's and FF's which the Experimental
children show signs of making should be viewed as a symptom of a
need for more contact with and information about French Canada and
its people. If stubborn and nasty stereotypes can be eliminated at
all, it is only in the early years of life that it is possible to do so,
and active efforts to counteract such views before they develop
should be contemplated as soon as possible. (Lambert, Tucker,
d'Anglejan and Segalowitz
,
1970)
The following year,
The attitude profiles of the Experimental children ... no longer re-
flected the favorable and democratic tone noted previously. Rather
their attitudes towards French people were essentially like those of
the E-C controls. This change was attributed to several possible
sources of influence: the accumulation of French-English tensions
which were particularly sharp at the time; a desire on the part of the
Experimental children to be "normal" (that is, not overly French) in
their views; and the special experience these children have had with
a nonrepresentative group of French-Canadian youngsters following a
separate all-French program in the same school. (Lambert
,
Tucker,
d'Anglejan and Silny, 1972)
Were this the last report available, we would have to conclude
that the program had failed to sufficiently promote an integrative orientation
toward French speakers, for whatever reason. However, as noted in Chap-
ter I, at the end of the 1970-71 school year, the experimental children's
attitudes toward the French and French Canadians were reported to be more
positive than those of the English controls , and the children indicated that
they were able to communicate comfortably with French speakers.
Looking more closely at the data, we find that the authors sum-
mary somewhat overstates the case with respect to the attitudes of the
follow-up experimental group in grade four. The researchers express sat-
isfaction with the "relatively more charitable attitude of the Experimentals
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toward French Canadians. Yet, using the Newman-Keuls procedure, they
are found to differ significantly from the English controls on only one at-
tribute-pleasantness
. Both the experimental and the English control
group are significantly below the French Canadian children in their evalu-
ation of French Canadians on eight of thirteen traits. Of the nonsignificant
comparisons of the experimental and the English control group, five favor
the experimentals and eight favor the controls. In other words, there ap-
pears to be an overall difference between the French Canadian control
group on the one hand and the English experimental and control groups on
the other, but not between the experimental and the English control groups.
In fifth grade, there are seven significant differences between the
English and French Canadian control groups on this measure, and only one
between the experimental and the French control group (intelligence). How-
ever, the experimental group is significantly higher than the English Cana-
dian controls on only one attribute—calmness . Of the nonsignificant dif-
ferences between these groups, one favors the English controls and
eleven favor the experimentals. In this case, there does seem to be an
overall difference between the experimental and the English control group,
as well as between the French controls and the other two groups. In other
words, it may well be true that the experimental fifth graders have some-
what more positive attitudes toward French Canadians than the English
controls, in general , but that they also have less favorable attitudes about
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French Canadians than the French Canadians have about themselves. Of
course, this may have been unavoidable, considering the social circum-
stances in Canada.
How valid is the type of attitude questionnaire used? It is pos-
sible that by the fifth grade, the experimental children have learned to
make more appropriate" responses. Lambert and his colleagues have de-
veloped a type of measure which attempts to ascertain subjects' attitudes
toward another group in a less obvious way. Subjects listen to a number
of recordings of speakers reading the same passage in various languages
or dialects. Unbeknownst to them, the same speaker reads the passage
in more than one language or dialect. That is, he adopts more than one
"guise." The various guises adopted by one speaker are matched. The
subjects rate each guise on a semantic differential. The ratings given
the matched guises are then compared statistically. According to the in-
vestigators, "This 'matched-guise' procedure appears to reveal judges'
more private reactions to the contrasting group than direct attitude
questionnaires do. . . , but much more research is needed to adequately
assess its validity" (Lambert, Frankel, and Tucker, 1966). In a study
conducted in 1959, the correlation between English Canadian adults' favor-
ableness of evaluations of French Canadians using the matched guise and
their attitudes toward French Canadians as measured by a questionnaire
calling for sentence completion was only .13 (Lambert, Hodgson, Gard-
ner and Fillenbaum, 1960). Although the attitude questionnaire employed
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in the St. Lambert evaluation involved a semantic differential, it may
also lack validity as compared with the more subtle matched guise tech-
nique .
It is true that the experimental children report significantly more
friendly behavior toward French Canadians than is reported by a control
group of English Canadian FLES students. For example, eighty-eight per
cent of the pilot class and eighty-five per cent of the follow-up class re-
port that they have one or more "very good friends who are French speak-
ing, " as compared with fifty-two per cent of each of the control classes.
This is solid evidence that the program promotes an integrative attitude
toward French speakers, at least by fourth grade. However, there were
no significant differences in responses to the questions "do you know
how French-Canadian people think and feel about things?" and "how do
French-Canadian people seem to you?" Almost a fourth of the children in
each experimental class responded that they "don't know how French-
Canadian people feel at all," and that French Canadians "are very dif-
ferent from English-Canadian people. " This may reflect a failure of the
program to explore feelings and to promote supervised interaction with
French Canadians in order to explore mutual feelings. On the other hand,
the perception of French Canadians as very different may be realistic.
In summary, there is little evidence that the St. Lambert project
failed to adequately promote an integrative orientation toward French
speakers. A critic might argue on philosophical grounds that a confluent
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approach should be adopted in St. Lambert, but he would find scant sup
port in the evidence presented by the researchers.
Special circumstances in Maine . Are there unique factors in
Maine which favor a confluent approach to instruction via French? Lam-
bert and his colleagues conducted a study of the role of attitudes and moti-
vation in learning French in high schools in Connecticut, Louisiana and
Maine (Lambert, Gardner, Olton and Tunstall, 1968). The Maine sample
was selected in "the region between the cities of Brunswick and Lewiston"
(Gardner and Lambert, 1972). Results were presented separately for Eng-
lish and French background students.
With the anglophone students,
A clear and present pattern emerges in all three settings indicating
that students who have a strong motivation to learn French obtain
good grades in the language. ... In Maine, the motivation appar-
ently is fostered by the students' (especially the girls') identifica-
tion with their French teachers, and depends in part on the student
being sensitive toward the feelings of other people. . . . low F
scale scores interact with measures of intellectual capacity to de-
termine French grades. ... In Maine it was also noted that the
number of French friends the student has determines in part (along
with measures of intellectual capacity) his comprehension of com-
plex French passages. Furthermore, students from families who
have developed many friendships with French-speaking people and
who are instrumentally oriented in their study of French are likely to
develop good oral skills. (Lambert, Gardner, Olton and Tunstall,
1968)
In short, an integrative orientation toward Friench people is an important
factor in the French achievement of English background Maine high school
students.
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These students views of French speakers were assessed by the
matched guise technique (Gardner and Lambert, 1972). The results are
summarized as follows:
The American students in Maine view persons speaking standard
French as shorter, less leaderlike, less thoughtful, less intelligent,
less honest, less ambitious, less stable, and with less character
than English Speakers. . . . Although we are generalizing here from
only two representatives of standard French speakers, there is, none-
theless, an unmistakably pejorative set of stereotypes of European
French people in the thinking of these students. The only exception
is that the standard French speakers are viewed as having more humor
and in this context, humor may signify ridiculous or comical. How-
ever, no reliable differences emerged between the French and English
guises for attractiveness, friendliness, entertainingness, nervous-
ness, sociability, or general likeability.
The Maine students hold a quite different set of stereotypes
about French-American speakers. People speaking with this style of
French are seen as shorter, less attractive, less honest, and less
kind than when speaking English. At the same time, they are per-
ceived as having more leadership qualities, more self-confidence,
more nervousness, and slightly more ambition and intelligence. The
meaning of leadership in this context also very likely reflects a boss-
iness quality, suggesting that the general stereotype of French-
Americans is that of a relatively short, unattractive, dishonest, un-
kind, bossy, self-confident, nervous, intelligent and ambitious per-
son.
In short, there appears to be a need for a confluent approach which would
promote a more positive attitude toward French speakers on the part of
nonFranco-American Maine high school students. This need has not been
demonstrated among primary school children, but preventive measures may
be called for. On the other hand, the cognitive approach employed at St.
Lambert did produce positive attitude change among anglophone children,
as we have seen.
Are there special ch.3rscteristi.cs of Maine Franco-Americans
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which might call for a confluent approach? In the far north of Maine, in
the St. John Valley, ninety per cent of the population consists of French
speaking Acadians. From 1968 to 1971, an ESEA Title III change program
attempted to promote bilingualism in the grade schools of the area. Ac-
cording to Donald Dugas, then the project's linguistic consultant, there
were two adverse conditions:
1. Because of state and local regulations against the use of French
in schools, French-speaking parents, students and teachers had
little self-esteem.
2. People had a very negative image of the French they spoke.
(Dugas, 1971)
To counteract these, the project adopted a confluent approach,
featuring "talk-ins" about students' concerns and humorous stories writ-
ten in the local dialect and promoting pride in the local culture.
In south-central Maine, the Franco-Americans are mostly of
Quebec background, are a somewhat smaller proportion of the population,
and have not maintained their language among their young to quite the de-
gree that the northern Maine Acadians have. In their study of high school
students, Lambert, et al. found that
Concerning the Franco-American students from Maine, substantial
evidence indicates that their attitudes toward their own linguistic
cultural group can affect adoption or rejection of their own native
language. In other cases, linguistic minority group members in the
Maine community studied face a conflict of cultural allegiances
which affects their skill in both languages. (Lambert, Gardner, Ol-
ton and Tunstall, 1968).
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These factors would seem to call for a confluent approach focused
on positive feelings for self and for both cultures. On the other hand, atti-
tudes toward French speakers were not found to be a problem for these
Franco-American high school students, when the matched guise technique
was employed. Results are summarized below:
The pattern of results for the French-American students in Maine is
distinctively different from all the rest. As stressed in earlier chap-
ters, these students have closer ties with both their linguistic and
cultural background than do the French-Americans in Louisiana. Per-
haps as a consequence of striving to remain French, the French-
American students in Maine show more of a sense of affection and at-
traction for people who are French. For them, the standard French
speakers are perceived as comparatively short, but no other invidious
comparisons are made with the English guises. . . .
The picture is of even more interest when attention is directed to
the stereotypes French-American students in Maine have of French-
Americans. They are judged to be less attractive physically but more
intelligent, more self-confident, and more ambitious. Thus, the
French-American students in Maine see their own linguistic-cultural
group as being at least on a par in terms of basic personality charac-
teristics although inferior in physical traits. (Gardner and Lambert,
1972)
Studies by Walker (1970, 1971) and Belanger (1972) employed the
matched guise technique with Lewiston residents. The background for
these is provided by four studies in Montreal by Lambert and his colleagues
as well as the tri-state studies reported above. In the first (Lambert, Hodg
son, Gardner and Fillenbaum, 1960), male English Canadian college stud-
ents rated the French Canadian male guises significantly less favorably
than the English Canadian male guises. Surprisingly, male French Canadi-
an students rated the French Canadian guises significantly less favorably
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than did the English Canadian guises. A subsequent study (Preston,
1963) confirmed these results, but found that female guises of the other
ethnic group were generally rated more positively by both males and fe-
males .
Two later studies of French Canadian children attempted to ident-
ify the age at which negative attitudes toward one's own group begin. The
subjects in the first study were ten year old children of both sexes, and
the speakers were ten year old girls. The monolingual judges generally
rated the French Canadian guises higher, but the bilingual judges saw lit-
tle difference between the two. A later study of girls from nine to eighteen
years
found that definite preferences for English Canadian guises appeared
at about age twelve and were maintained through the late teen years
for French Canadian girls, especially bilinguals, from upper middle
class homes attending private schools. A similar tendency but one
less intense and less durable was noted with girls attending public
schools. (Lambert, Fra nkel and Tucker, 1966)
In the latter study, the French Canadian male guise was rated more favor-
ably, relative to the English matched guise, than the female ones. In our
opinion, the sex factor was not varied appropriately in these two studies,
in view of Preston's (1963) findings. However, the discovery of age, bi-
lingualism and social class factors in the development of stereotypes is
an important contribution.
In the fall of 1970, a matched guise test was administered to
twelve parents who attended the formative meeting of the Lewiston
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Bilingual Project Parent Advisory Committee (Walker, 1970)
. Eleven were
Franco-Americans, and they were apparently committed to the cause of bi-
lingualism in Lewiston. Yet, in comparison with the English guise, the
local dialect speaking guise was judged to be more uneducated, clannish,
weak, patient and easy-going. The European French speaking guise was
judged to be more suave than the English speaking guise. Although the
sample was small, this is considered to provide some evidence of subcons
cious stereotypes on the part of Franco-American adults in Lewiston.
The following year, an illustrated matched guise test (with three
rather than seven alternative responses) was administered to beginning
first graders in the project (Walker, 1971). The only significant differ-
ences between ratings given to English, dialect French and standard
French speaking adult and child, male and female guises showed a slight
preference for the dialect speaking female "teacher" on the traits tall,
funny, smart, big, easy-going and happy.
In the winter of that same school year, the same test was given
to second, fourth and sixth graders in a suburban project school and a
downtown school (Belanger, 1972). Analysis of variance with the Newman
Keuls procedure was employed. The results for Franco-Americans in the
three grades taken together were as follows:
When compared to standard French speakers, English speakers were
viewed by these Ss as being more beautiful, nicer, more easy-going,
happier, shorter, and smaller in size. Yet when compared to dialect
French speakers, the English profile was characterized as being more
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beautiful, less intelligent, as well as smaller in size. Dialect
speakers were seen as being smarter, nicer, and happier than stand-
ard French speakers. It is interesting to note that on no traits what-
soever were the speakers of standard French rated more positively
than the speakers of dialect French. These results would seem to be
as variance with the findings of Preston's study (1963), in which
French-Canadian adults viewed their own linguistic-cultural group as
inferior to both the English-Canadian and the European French groups.
Results for the small number of nonFranco-Americans were not
significant. Unfortunately, results are not presented separately by grade.
It would be interesting to compare the results for the twelve year olds with
those of Lambert, et al. (1966). It is clear from the three Lewiston studies
that negative stereotypes about dialect speakers are not a problem in the
elementary grades, although they may become a problem for adult Franco-
Americans. Prejudice against standard French may begin to become a
problem in grades two to six. Gardner and Lambert (1972) found such preju-
dice among English background Maine high school students, but not among
the Franco-America ns . If these negative stereotypes do come into exist-
ence, they could present a serious problem for the French program in the
elementary and secondary schools. It is not clear, however, whether a
confluent approach encouraging a great deal of interaction in local French
(or English), or a cognitive approach, initially stressing receptive learn-
ing of standard French, is better suited to ward off this potential difficulty.
There is no evidence that Lewiston area Franco-American children
have negative stereotypes about their own group, although there is some
evidence that adults do. On the other hand, nonFranco-American high
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school students have been found to have some negative stereotypes about
both European French and local dialect speakers. However, there is no
indication that first grade children have such feelings. The confluent
approach encourages children to express feelings they actually have. If
they have no negative feelings at the outset, the topic would presumably
not come up. Perhaps direct instruction in ethnic studies would be a way
to guard against the possible future development of prejudice.
Conclusion
It is apparent that one cannot use research conducted or inspired
by Wallace Lambert to fault the cognitive approach employed in his French
immersion experiment. As noted in Chapter I, the St. Lambert program evi-
dently did promote creativity. An integrative orientation toward French
speakers was also furthered over the years, as examination of the data in
this chapter bears out. In the area of attitudes and self-image, no need
for special treatment is apparent among Lewiston grade school children,
most of whom are of Franco-American background.
A general rationale for the confluent approach was presented, but
it is unsupported by hard data. Still, some educators may favor a conflu-
ent approach because of impressionistic evidence and their own philosophi-
cal orientation. The question remains, is the confluent approach compat-
ible with immersion in a weaker language in primary school? Data reported
in subsequent chapters bear on this topic.
CHAPTER III
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS
Teacher Preparation
The difference in teachers' qualifications is an important factor
in comparisons between the Canadian projects described in Chapter I and
the Lewiston Bilingual Project. With regard to the St. Lambert experi-
ment.
Every attempt has been made by the Board to select well qualified
native French-speaking teachers to staff these classes. To date,
approximately one half of the teachers have been European; the re-
mainder, French Canadian. Typically, the teachers have had previ-
ous experience in a French school system; but specialized training
in second language methods is not considered necessary nor even
particularly desirable
.
(Tucker and d'Anglejan, 1971)
The qualifications of teachers in the Montreal area working class experi-
ment and in Ottawa are not reported, but it may be safely assumed that all
are certified teachers who speak French as a native language. In the St.
Lambert schools , the present writer found some teachers who spoke a
little English, and some who spoke none. According to Casserly, sev-
enty-five per cent of the French teachers in Ottawa speak English ade-
quately.
In the Lewiston Bilingual Project, none of the classes included
in this dissertation had a regular teacher who was French speaking.
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Therefore, local Franco-Americans were hired as "French specialists" to
teach the French portion of the class
. The man who taught the cognitive
class at Holy Family school had a masters degree, but the woman who
taught the other classes had only two to three years of college. All had
had some teaching experience, however. Although all spoke French as a
native language, they seemed in general to be more competent in English.
Their expressive ability in French was assessed as follows:
The director administered a taped five-minute oral test to six train-
ees in May and again using the same format, in November. Trainees
read a passage, named opposites and described three pictures in
French. The director rated each trainee's performance in each of
five areas on a seven point scale, ranging from "very hesitant,"
"poor," or "unacceptable" at one extreme (1 point) to "native-like"
at the other (7 points). An "Educated Lewiston French" was consid-
ered as the standard. The areas were fluency, vocabulary, syntax,
morphology and phonology. In November, no rating of less than 5
(good) was assigned. . . . Furthermore, there was a statistically
significant gain in total score (p < .01, two tailed t test for matched
samples, t=4.4). Every trainee made a gain.
Mean Score on Speech Test
May November Gain
26.5 30.5 4
The maximum possible score is thirty-five (Walker, 1972). Thus,
their ability moved from good to very good, by Lewiston standards. It is
likely, however, that teachers in the Canadian projects were "native-
like" by a European or French Canadian standard.
The Lewiston bilingual specialists did receive preservice and in-
service training. No special training was reported for the Canadian
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projects
.
In the spring, summer and early fall, there were 40 days of training
experiences, of which 35 were conducted in French. Since then,
there have been three Title VII workshops, two of two days each and
one of three days duration. In addition, the bilingual specialists
have attended monthly encounters and occasional professional work-
shops, both sponsored by the Education Development Center at Bath,
Maine. (Walker, 1972)
Topics covered included behavioral objectives and lesson plans, the proj-
ect objectives, developmental psychology and psycholinguistics, bilin-
gual education, French, dialect variation, linguistic notation and socio-
linguistic techniques, and phonology. The sensitivity training was in-
tended to prepare all specialists to use a confluent approach, although
only half were assigned to do so.
Bilingual specialists made three trips to the province of Quebec.
In June, they worked as assistants to elementary teachers in two French
Canadian schools in the Montreal area. In August, they purchased mater-
ials, interviewed officials and visited sites of cultural interest in Mon-
treal and Quebec. In November, they observed immersion classes at the
St. Lambert and Vincent Massey schools. Each trip lasted a week.
Classroom Processes
The Use of French and English . As noted in Chapter I, the St.
Lambert first grade classes were immersed in French except for two hours
a week. In Ottawa, the only English period for the immersion classes was
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a daily twenty-minute religion class. The other classes were taught via
French seventy-five minutes a day. The goal of the Lewiston Bilingual
Project was to provide instruction via French forty per cent of the school
day, or ninety-eight minutes per day in first grade. This goal was not
achieved. In the classes at Holy Family School, almost all French in-
struction was directed to the whole class. At Martel School, mostly
group instruction was provided. Although this increased opportunities for
student participation, it decreased the amount of time each student was
exposed to French. In the confluent class and the cognitive 1 class,
there were three groups. Usually the bilingual specialist taught one
group and the teacher another, while the third group did seat work. Some-
times the two specialists worked together, occasionally with the groups
from the two classes combined. In the cognitive 2 class, there were two
groups. During the French period, one specialist taught one group, while
the other (the one also responsible for the confluent class) taught the
other group. Table I presents the time allotments in each class, as reported
by the bilingual specialists.
These figures are for second semester. Slightly less time was
allotted first semester in some cases. In only the Holy Family mixed
class was an average of seventy-five minutes a day given over to French.
The other Holy Family class had an average of sixty-six minutes a day. In
the cognitive 2 class at Martel, both groups were exposed to French forty-
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eight minutes a day, on the average. Since this class’s French period was
in the afternoon, it was not held on Wednesdays, the afternoon of staff
meetings. In the other two Martel classes, each child was taught in
French only forty-two minutes a day on the average.
During how much of the French period did the bilingual specialist
actually talk? Dr. Casserly, Research Officer for the Ottawa program, re-
ports that in the seventy-five minute class, the teacher talks almost con-
stantly (personal communication). In contrast, it was an objective of the
Lewiston project that "Student talk time will take up at least 60% of in-
structional time, except when the students are listening to a story, watch-
ing a film, etc." (Walker, 1972) . Percent of teacher talk time was meas-
ured in four of the experimental classrooms in May and June. It was ob-
served that when the teacher was not talking, the children generally were.
Therefore, it was decided to time teacher talk and divide it by total time
elapsed. Two timers timed simultaneously, using stopwatches. The lower
time as a percentage of the higher time ranged from 82.8 to 100.0 per cent,
establishing good inter-rater reliability. Each class was timed two or more
times. The percentage of teacher talk time ranged from 10.6 to 44.7 per
cent. Percentages were not consistent among sessions within one class,
and there were no striking differences among classes. The one exception
was in Martel's cognitive 2 class, which had two specialists teaching
two groups simultaneously. Their combined talk time was over forty per
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cent on both occasions. This time of the year may not have been fully
representative, since some testing situations were involved. It is a safe
conclusion that the bilingual specialists talked less than half the time
during the French period.
How much of this time did the bilingual specialists speak
French? Lambert and his colleagues assert that teachers in the immer-
sion programs speak only French in the classroom. Observers from the
Lewiston project reported that English was used occasionally, in emer-
gencies. I observed one teacher explain something in English to a new-
comer. In Ottawa,
only about five of approximately 60 teachers used English at all.
These people tended to have the poorest control of their classes and
to be among the least imaginative in their teaching and thus used
the children's mother tongue as a crutch to get through difficult situ-
ations. As even the children in the special education (retarded)
classes are learning to speak by the oral French method, it would
appear that the use of English is not necessary in the teaching of a
second language. (Casserly, letter dated May 31, 1972)
An objective of the Lewiston project specified that during the French per-
iod, "the trainee will speak only French." At the beginning all special-
ists but one observed this rule. As they became discouraged by inability
to communicate or maintain discipline, they began to use some English.
In the winter, the director relaxed the rule, allowing some English to be
used. In the Holy Family mixed class, however, the trend was in the op-
posite direction. The specialist used English frequently to explain a new
activity at the beginning of the year , but less and less as the year
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progressed.
What language do the children speak in the classroom? An ob-
server of the St. Lambert first grade class reports that
The children speak mostly English to the teacher and always English
to each other. When they speak French, at the urging of the teacher,
it is done haltingly and hesitatingly, and the teacher has to fill in(Lambert and Tucker, 1972)
As they grow older, they report that they consider it "phony" to speak
French to anglophone children, but they do speak French to francophone
children (personal communication from Lambert). In Ottawa,
Last, year, during their 20 minute a day Religion period which is
taught in English, the children in the Grade One immersion program
appeared to have a very strong need to talk in English to their
teacher. This year, perhaps because children are better prepared
in French during Kindergarten, this need was not so obvious. So
we assume that there may be some language frustration where a
child does not have sufficient vocabulary to function but it seems
this frustration disappears within a few months. This is an area
explored in a master’s thesis this year and its findings confirm
what I have said. (Casserly, letter dated May 31, 1972)
In the seventy-five minute approach, the children
do not usually speak English to each other. In the school yard, they
speak French to French teachers and English to English teachers.
(Personal communication from Casserly)
In Lewiston, all specialists accepted English from the children. It was
observed that the children generally spoke English in the classroom, ex-
cept for single French words or short phrases to the teacher.
In summary, the Lewiston project was far from an "immersion"
program. The French period was longer than the typical FLES period, but
shorter than even the seventy-five minutes a day which some Ottawa
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classes received, except in one case. The bilingual specialists spoke
less and used less French than in the immersion and seventy-five minute
classrooms in Canada, and they accepted English from the children. The
children spoke a great deal, mostly in English. The consequence of the
combination of these factors was that exposure to French was quite lim-
ited, in comparison with the Canadian projects.
One other language factor should be mentioned. In the Montreal
area immersion programs, standard European French is generally used,
partly because of Lambert's conviction that it is best to learn the most
prestigious dialect, and partly because of the large number of European
and other non-French Canadian teachers. In Ottawa, a Canadian stand-
ard is accepted. In Lewiston, the policy was to accept what the child
said, but give him the standard French alternative. Observation and in-
terviews confirm that the specialists in the Martel confluent and cogni-
tive 2 classes spoke a great deal of local dialect French in the classroom.
The others spoke a French which would be considered standard by Franco-
Americans, although it would not meet Parisian standards. These conclu-
sions are based on conversations with Lambert, Casserly and Dugas.
Curriculum . In the St. Lambert project, the course of study is
the same as for regular English speaking classes in the Protestant schools
(South Shore Protestant Regional School Board, undated). Materials used
in each subject are reported in the above document by the school board.
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Lambert has each teacher file a process report, but these are not men-
tioned or summarized in his published articles. Appended to the new book
on the experiment (Lambert and Tucker, 1972) is a "Description of the
Classes in Action" by an observer who was "an experienced teacher from
France. " There is little reference to curriculum in the two evaluation re-
ports of the Ottawa project. A telephone conversation and a letter from
Ms. Casserly yielded some information.
In accordance with Title VII guidelines, one or more process ob-
jectives were written for each product objective in the Lewiston project.
Some applied to all classes, some to cognitive only, and some to conflu-
ent only. The key phrases from these objectives were listed on mimeo-
graphed forms with a column for each day of the month. For the mixed
class, both cognitive and confluent forms were completed. Each bilingual
specialist checked the activities which occured in his class each day.
Every two months, these were totalled, and the evaluator interviewed each
specialist. In this way, a common interpretation of the objectives was ar-
rived at. Also, the evaluator noted in an informal way the occurence of
confluent activities in cognitive classrooms and vice versa. Table II re-
ports the percentage of days each activity occured from September to April.
Where a frequency criterion was specified by the objective, this is given
in the first column.
A number of French songs were sung in each class. In two of the
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Martel classes, however, singing was limited by the grouping arrangement.
The specialists read French stories, or paraphrased them, occasionally.
The use of records, tapes, films and filmstrips was limited. Some "North
American French facts" were taught, but two classes were weak in this area.
In the confluent and mixed classes, students were allowed to browse through
French and English books when they finished their seat work. This occured
to a lesser degree in the cognitive classes. Beginning in November, stud-
ents were asked to draw a picture about a story they had just heard or a re-
cent incident in their lives, and explain it in French. The children gener-
ally spoke English but used a few French words. The lower frequency in the
confluent class does not indicate a weakness, since there are four similar
objectives for the confluent approach. Children were infrequently allowed
to record or playback on the tape recorder or use the language master, ex-
cept in two classes in which the language master was used frequently.
There were three process objectives for cognitive classes only.
The first specified three subjects: science, culture and pre-reading. Sci-
ence was a frequent topic in the cognitive and mixed classes. Also, one
half hour a week of science was tagged on to the confluent program second
semester, in order to increase the French time. This is not reported in
Table II, since it was not specified by the objective and therefore not
checked on the process checklist. The textbook Les Chemins deja_Sci-
ence was used in all classrooms. A copy was given to each student. It
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is interesting to note that this series is used in the St. Lambert project,
but not at the first grade level.
Culture was an infrequent topic in the cognitive classes. It was
covered almost once a week in the mixed class, however. Informal nam-
ing exercises were a frequent activity in all classes, including the conflu-
ent one. Little use was made of published materials for this purpose, as
specified in the objective, however.
Pre-reading activities occured throughout the year. In the Martel
cognitive 1 class, children fished for words, put dittoed words together in-
to sentences, took dictation, filled in color words, and printed the name
of the picture. In the cognitive 2 class, a more narrow definition was
given to the concept of pre-reading activities. Observational skills were
stressed by means of sequencing, finding identical objects, and finding
what goes with what. In the Holy Family cognitive class, a workbook was
used: Au Pays du Langage . In the mixed class , sounds, building words
,
and flash cards were among the techniques used. The first ten minutes
every day were used for pre-reading activities in this class. In addition,
all classes worked through the first workbook of a controlled reader
devel-
oped by Dr. Dugas for the St. John Valley project, and some worked
through
the second. This was counted as a reading activity.
The emphasis given to French reading varied widely from
class to
class. The first activities began in November. In the
Martel cognitive
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classes, the children read short dittoed handouts and their own papers,
but not texts. In the Holy Family cognitive class, not even this much was
done. Apparently some pre-reading activities were counted as reading. In
the mixed class, however, outstanding progress was made in French read-
ing. It seems that the children were first introduced to reading in French
before English. The class read the first Bonjour reader chorally, then with
each student reading out loud individually. In March, the class began
reading the Premiere Lecture Amussant . In April, they began taking dicta-
tion and writing sentences on the board. The evaluator observed the
children to be quite enthusiastic about reading French.
In the Canadian immersion programs, French reading and writing
are introduced at grade 1, instead of English reading and writing. In the
Ottawa seventy-five minute approach, they will not be introduced until
grade 3. Most experts seem to feel that reading and writing should not be
introduced in two languages simultaneously (see, for example, Modiano,
1972). In the mixed classes, however, the teacher and bilingual special-
ist did not notice any harmful effects from doing so.
The mixed class, which was originally assigned to be a confluent
class, engaged in activities intended for all classes and cognitive classes
only much more frequently than the other classes. None of the confluent
activities occured in September and October because the bilingual special-
ist felt that the children needed to be taught some French and exposed to
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French before they could participate in such activities. In November,
confluent activities were begun, but they occured less frequently than in
the Martel confluent class, for the most part. Second semester, children
in the confluent class made up stories, wrote them in French with the help
of the teacher, exchanged them and read each others' stories forty-eight
days in the confluent class. Similar activities occured only five times
in the mixed class, which emphasized textbook reading.
"Talk-ins" were noted frequently in both the mixed and confluent
classes, second semester. In the mixed class, these consisted of brief
reports of weekend or vacation activities, mostly in English. In the con-
fluent class, on the other hand, children expressed their feelings with
greater and greater confidence as second semester progressed. They
spoke mostly English in doing so, although French was used increasingly
beginning in April. In April, children discussed their feelings about their
favorite animals. Later, they were asked to see each classmate as a fruit
or vegetable. One boy saw another as a rotten banana. Then both felt bad.
This led to a discussion of the class as a group, and how to find out about
others. In the Martel cognitive 2 class, children occasionally spoke up
to say something to the class, at times using some French. No talk-ins
were reported in the other cognitive classes.
Growth games were repeated eleven per cent of the days in both
classes. These involved what was termed "reference association" in
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chapter II. Children were asked to imagine that they were something else,
or in another place. For example, children in the mixed class imagined
that they were a sad tree, laden with snow
,
or that they were being chased
by a lion. In all three Martel classes, children were asked what it would
feel like to be a rock, an apple, an animal, and the teacher. Otherwise,
such activities did not occur in the cognitive classes. A related activity
was role playing. In the mixed class, the children acted out Robin Hood
in French, and simulated a market in northern Maine. In the confluent
class, they played the role of the French teacher. There was also no role
playing in cognitive classes.
The confluent specialist wrote children's favorite words in French
almost one out of every four days, in the manner of Sylvia Ashton-Warner's
Teacher . This activity was noted somewhat less frequently in the mixed
class, and involved mainly labeling children's drawings. Cognitive
specialists did not write favorite words, except occasionally on Language
Master cards in the Martel cognitive 2 class.
Emotion-laden drawing was a frequent activity in the confluent
class, and an occasional but unpopular activity in the mixed class. In
the confluent class, emotional stories such as "That's what Friends are
for" were successful in eliciting empathetic responses. After talk-ins,
the specialist had children draw and label their own feelings. Several
times, children drew their favorite thing and explained it to the class in
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as much French as they could use. This was done only once in the mixed
class. Drawing something of their own and sharing it with the rest of the
class was the only one of these activities which occured in the cognitive
as well as the confluent and mixed classes.
The confluent and mixed classes made some use of a French-
Canadian kit for primary school confluent education called Grandir. In ad-
dition, they went through the workbook "What about Me" (Fischer, 1972),
paraphrasing the text in French. The units in this workbook are "I Belong
Here," "I'm Somebody Special," "My Feelings are Me," "Who's Afraid,"
"I Feel Mean," "I Like Me," and "Becoming Me." These materials were
not used in the cognitive classes.
In conclusion, there was a clear-cut difference between the con-
fluent class and the cognitive classes, although there was some overlap of
activities. The mixed class was unique, excelling the cognitive classes
in cognitive and general activities while also incorporating an affective
component.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHOD
Population Characteristics
The two project schools are located in semi-suburban areas of
Lewiston. The population of these areas is largely Franco-American. A
large majority of the children who attend kindergarten at Martel School
have some French language background, although they are definitely domi-
nant in English by the time they enter schooL Registration forms indicate
that French is used in ten of the families, French and English in sixty-six,
.and English only in thirty-one. Among Martel first graders, these frequen-
cies are one, twenty-nine and thirty-eight The reason for the discrepancy
is that most of the children with the strongest French background go on to
grade school at the Holy Cross parochial school.
It was expected that the Holy Cross first grade classes would par-
ticipate in the project this year, but the administration declined at the last
minute. One and one half of these classes will be used as a comparison
group on one variable. The teachers are Franco-American nuns whoare flu-
ent in French. The amount of instruction via French has been declining over
the past several years, however. In 1970-71, the only course taught via
French was religion. Compared to the Martel and Holy Family classes,
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Holy Cross classes were considerably larger. There were thirty-four stud-
ents in one, and thirty-eight in the other.
The Holy Family first grades were added to the project as a re-
placement for Holy Cross. Holy Family is also a parochial school, but its
first grade became public this year. Although no Holy Family parents re-
ported that French only was used in the home, thirty-nine reported the use
of both French and English, compared to twelve reporting only English. Di-
rect data on the background of the Holy Cross children are not available.
However, they would appear to have the greatest degree of French language
background, followed by Holy Family and then Martel.
Frequencies by class in project classrooms at the beginning of the
year are reported in Table III.
Table III
Language in the Home
School Class French
French and
English English Total
MARTEL Cog . 1 1 9 13 23
Cog. 2 0 8 14 22
Confluent 0 12 11 23
HOLY
FAMILY Cog. 0 23 4 27
Mixed 0 16 8 24
Data on parents' educational background, available for the com-
parison as well as the project classes, provide some information relevant
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to social status and home environment. These data are presented in
Table IV and Table V.
In each class, the median educational level of both parents is
high school graduate.
Instruments and Research Design
Data are used for two purposes: to evaluate the effectiveness of
the project in general, and to compare the relative effectiveness of the cog-
nitive, confluent and mixed approaches. Several types of comparisons are
made for project evaluation, while the comparison of approaches involves
posttest data only, on all variables. Classes are compared within each
school, and within the two schools together. In each case, the null hy-
pothesis of no significant difference is tested. Also, on the French lan-
guage variables, French and nonFrench background children in each class
are compared by univariate analyses of variance.
On two types of measures, Lewiston data are compared with data
from the Canadian projects and their French Canadian control groups. The
phoneme production test used with the St. Lambert pilot and follow-up
classes was administered individually to all children. The test consists
of fourteen tape recorded French phrases, in which nineteen difficult
French phonemes are embedded. Some occur once, some twice and some
three times. Below is a list of the phonemes, written as in the words in
Father's
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which they occured.
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The director, a French linguist, recorded the stimulus tape used in Lewis-
ton, repeating each phrase twice. The response tapes were scored by a
local Franco-American with a master's degree in French. The same scor-
ing system was used as in St. Lambert: 0 points for a nul rating
. 1 for
mal_, 2 for moyen
,
and 3 for bon
. Since there are nineteen items, the max-
imum score is fifty-seven. In Lewiston, the highest rating given to a
phoneme which recurred in more than one context was recorded. The re-
ports on the St. Lambert experiment do not report what procedure was fol-
lowed in these cases.
The director and several of the bilingual specialists were critical
of the phoneme production test, on the grounds that most children did not
understand most of the phrases they were asked to repeat. While this may
have been true, it also seems that most children did actually repeat most
phrases, whether they understood them or not. It may be that higher scores
would have been attained on a test in which the same phonemes were em-
bedded in shorter, simpler phrases. In this case, comparability with the
St. Lambert results would have been lost, however.
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The second type of test from which data are compared with re-
sults from the Canadian projects is the picture description or story cre-
ation task in French and English. As noted in Chapter I, the stimulus situ-
ation varied among the St. Lambert pilot and follow-up groups, the work-
ing class groups, and the Ottawa classes. In the Lewiston English test-
ing, the three pictures used in Ottawa were employed. Photo-duplicates
of the pictures used in Ottawa were received and colored in. These are
three separate pictures. One portrayed a pony, a duck, and a vine with
some flowers. The second showed a dog in a dog house, surrounded by
some chicks. The third had two rabbits and a rat drinking tea at a table,
with an elf peering through the high grass in the background. For the Lewis-
ton French testing, a simple story was portrayed by a series of three col-
ored pictures. The first showed a boy with a house in the background,
throwing a ball to his father. The second showed the father throwing the
ball to the boy. The third showed the ball breaking the window of the house.
The interaction between the tester and the child was taped and
transcribed by the Franco-American testers. A scorer rated each interac-
tion as open, prompted, or involving maximum prompting. She also made
the same counts as were reported in the Canadian evaluations. These were
number of adjectives , different adjectives , nouns, different nouns, verbs,
different verbs
,
grammatical errors
,
and words. In addition, English words
spoken on the French picture description task were counted. In Ottawa,
the small number of English words produced on this task were counted as
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grammatical errors. Since many English words were produced in Lewiston,
we counted errors and English words separately.
Cazden (1970) proposes that "the greater the degree of affect or
personal involvement in the topic of conversation, the greater the likeli-
hood of structural complexity. " She cites a study by Strandberg and
Griffith (1968) comparing descriptions by four and five year olds of pictures
taken under adult direction and pictures taken by the children on their own.
"The children talked more spontaneously (i.e.
,
required fewer adult probes)
and talked in longer and more complex utterances about the pictures they
took at home of personally significant objects ..." (Cazden, 1970). For
this reason, children were also asked to draw three pictures of anything
they wanted and to describe them in as much French as they could use,
prior to the formal testing described above. This was done by the bilingual
specialists in a relaxed classroom atmosphere. The specialists wrote what
the child said in French, underlining utterances which were actually produced
in French. The children's speech was not tape recorded. While the ab-
sence of a standard set of pictures and of a tape recorder may have re-
duced reliability, the greater involvement of the children in the task and
the familiarity of the specialist and the classroom atmosphere may have fa-
cilitated greater production. Unfortunately, there may have been order ef-
fects in both studies. Strandberg and Griffith had the children describe the
pictures taken under adult supervision first, while we had the children de-
scribe their own pictures first. Children may be more loquacious the second
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time, although Cazden discounts the importance of this factor.
Mean scores on form 1 of the Common Concepts Foreign Language
Test, French version, are compared with those of one and one half Holy
Cross first grade classes tested in June, 1971. Mean scores of elementary,
junior and senior high school students, reported in the test manual, are also
cited.
One of the characteristics of this test is that it is constructed for no
particular school grade. The test is designed to evaluate the attain-
ment of Level 1 objectives (linguistic understandings) in the language.
These objectives are the basic language concepts in both expression
and content structure of the language, regardless of the specific curri-
culum or learning program. (Banathy, et al.
,
1966)
Only four or five children in each class were judged by the speci-
alists to be capable of taking the Common Concepts Test as a pretest. They
were given form 2 in September. The test manual states that "The two forms
are designed as alternate and comparable forms, but empirical equivalency
has not been established." Nevertheless, mean pre-post differences are pre-
sented by class
.
The test consists of twenty-three small, detailed color pictures.
These are repeated in eighty items of four picture alternatives each. The
tester begins by reading English descriptions of each of the twenty-four
pictures. He then begins reading the stimulus sentences in French. The
child is to choose the picture which illustrates the sentence. For the Lewis-
ton testing, some sentences were modified in the direction of local French.
The original sentences and the modifications are listed in the appendix. The
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first thirty items were presented the first day of testing, and the remain-
ing fifty, the following day, in each class. Children were asked to mark
labels inserted in the test booklet under each picture, rather than a digi-
tek answer sheet.
Kuder-Richardson 21 reliability coefficients are reported in the
test manual. For elementary children with 1-3 semesters of instruction,
reliability was found to be .73 on form 1. Reliabilities for junior and
senior high school students on both forms ranged from .84 to .91. Be-
cause we were unwilling to make "the assumption that all test items are
of equal difficulty" (Ferguson, 1971), we computed form 1 reliability
using the Kuder-Richardson formula 20. The figure obtained was .68.
While lower than the reliabilities reported in the manual, this is con-
sidered satisfactory.
Construct validity is claimed on two grounds:
All items included in each final form thus have twofold validity at
the outset:
1. They have been written by experts in the language and reviewed
and evaluated by other experts.
2. They have been shown to have appropriate levels of discrimina-
tion and difficulty as determined statistically. (Banathy, et al.
,
1966)
Correlations with grades in French for junior and senior high school
students were .55 to .62, providing some evidence of concurrent valid-
ity.
The language section of the Apell Test was translated into French
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and used as a pre and post measure. A publisher's booklet describes
the complete test as follows:
The APELL (Assessment of Larly Learning Levels) is an instructional
management system for use at the preschool, kindergarten and first
grade levels. It diagnoses skill levels based on specific measur-
able performance objectives and suggests instructional activities
and materials for the child's individual needs. (Edcodyne, 1971)
Test-retest reliability for a random sample of urban kindergarten
classes was found to be .81. The correlation with the Metropolitan Read-
ing Readiness Test was .78, providing evidence of parallel validity.
The second half of the test is the language section, consisting
of twenty-five items. A phrase is read which is illustrated by one of
three alternative sketches. The child is to fill in the square under the cor-
rect answer. Five of the items are intended to test understanding of nouns,
and four each of pronouns, verbs, adjectives, plurals and prepositions.
Five of the questions are phrased in a negative way. The items, their
French translations, the part of speech tested, and negatives are listed in
the appendix.
Martel kindergarteners were tested in June 1971, in both French
and English. Holy Family first graders were tested in September 1971.
English scores were high, and since a ceiling effect was anticipated, the
English version was not used as a posttest. Mean scores of Martel kinder-
garteners who went on to first grade at Martel were 23.2 in the confluent
class and 21.3 and 22.5 in the cognitive classes. At Holy Family, the
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mean score of the cognitive class was 23.1, and of the mixed class,
23.4.
The correlation between the English and French pretests was only
. 16, indicating that the general language ability factor is weak in explain-
ing French language performance. The correlation between the French pre-
and posttests was .51—rather high considering the interval between test
administrations. Evidence of concurrent validity is provided by the corre-
lation of .66 between the French Apell posttest and the Common Concepts
Test. Kuder-Richardson formula 20 reliability of the French Apell posttest
was computed to be .68. This would seem to be sufficiently high to per-
mit pre-post comparisons of means, although not of individual scores.
Results from the SRA Achievement Test in the Martel classes were
compared with results from previous years. This was the first year the
test was given at Holy Family. Two subtests were administered: Reading
and Modern Math. The Reading test had been given the previous two years
at Martel, and the Modern Math test the previous year only. In previous
years, the testing was conducted in early April. This year, it was con-
ducted in late May. This may have inflated this year's scores to some de-
gree. It was noted, however, that the test seemed too difficult for many
children this year. For this reason, future administrations in Lewiston
will be in the fall.
The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B were ad-
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ministered to the three Martel first grade classes in June. The primary
purpose was the comparison of confluent and cognitive classes, since the
confluent approach is purported to promote creativity.
This is a three part group test involving three activities. In Ac-
tivity 1, Picture Construction, the child places a fluorescent orange kid-
ney-shaped stick-on object on his paper, draws a picture including it, and
gives the picture a title. In Activity 2, Picture Completion, the child is
presented with ten different figures which he is to complete and entitle.
In Activity 3, the child sees thirty-six circles which he is to incorporate
into pictures, after which he is to label each picture. (The testers helped
write down the titles if the child had difficulty doing so.) Each activity is
then scored for originality and elaboration, and Activities 2 and 3 are
scored for fluency and flexibility. The scores are summed across activities
to yield four total scores. Fluency is number of responses, flexibility is
number of different categories of responses, originality is the sum of
weights assigned to responses (according to infrequency of response in
the norming population), and elaboration is number of details included in
each response. The subject is seen as having to balance off one factor
against another, since it is impossible to simultaneously maximize all
four.
A detailed scoring guide is presented. Torrance states that a
high degree of reliability has been found between trained scorers and un-
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trained scorers who studied the guide carefully. Therefore, two hired
testers scored the tests. They consulted together and with the evaluator
in scoring the first ten tests. Then the next ten tests were scored inde-
pendently. Total scores for each factor were correlated between raters.
The following correlations were found: fluency, .98; flexibility,
.92;
originality,
. 99; and elaboration, .71. These were felt to indicate satis-
factory inter-rater reliability. The remaining test forms were scored by
one rater or the other.
Recently, the Torrance Tests have come under heavy criticism.
Crockenberg (1972), citing Stein, states that
test-retest correlations of the circles test (Figural Alternate Form) were
all nonsignificant, ranging from - .29 to .33. It is possible to attri-
bute the results of this later study to the fact that the Circles subtest
is from the Figural form already shown to be less reliable.
In rebuttal, Torrance, in a letter to this researcher dated May 9,
1972, states
The Crockenberg article in the recent issue of RER contains numerous
errors and misconceptions. I suppose one could botch up the test ad-
ministration of the circles enough to get non-significant test-retest
reliabilities but neither I nor any of my students have been able to do
it. We get test-retest reliabilities with the alternate form ranging
from .55 to .85 with samples in excess of 100. Reliabilities with the
same form are generally higher. I have not seen the Stein report cited
by Crockenberg. It is an unpublished report and I do not know the
identity or whereabouts of Stein. ... In our work we have not found
Figural Form B to be less reliable than Figural Form A.
Data from three other first grade settings are presented for compar-
ative purposes. The first two sets of figures are from the Norms-Technical
Manual, 1966 edition. Pupils in a small town in Wisconsin were tested by
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an elementary supervising teacher, and those in the University of Minne-
sota School by Torrance. The third set was sent by Torrance, and is to be
included in the revised Norms-Technical Manual.
In an attempt to measure an aspect of empathy, the Inter-person
Perception Test, form AC (Heussenstamm and Hoepfner, 1969) was ad-
ministered to all classes in May or June. This test consists of forty sets
of photographs ten each of blacks, whites, Mexican-Americans and ori-
ental-Americans
. Each item consists of a stimulus picture of one child
and four pictures of another child of the same race and sex. The respond-
ent is to choose the "face on the right that is thinking or feeling the same
as the first face." A similar test was used by Guilford and Hoepfner (197 1)
to measure the Structure of Intellect ability called Cognition of Behavioral
Units
.
Reliability and validity, as reported in the test manual (Heuss-
enstamm and Hoepfner, 1969), seem rather inadequate . Within each five-
item subtest (same sex and race), the average internal consistency (alpha)
reliability for adults was found to be .363. The responses on the whole
test of adult respondents in each sex-race category ranged in internal con-
sistency from .17 to .48. The correlation between the child picture form
AC and the adult picture form AA, based upon 1,057 adult subjects, was
only .32. Validity studies were unable to establish a relationship with
respondents' race, sex and age, or area of academic study. There were
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no attempts reported to assess predictive or diagnostic validity.
On the Lewiston data, Kuder-Richardson formula 20 reliability
was computed to be .54. Although this is higher than the figures reported
in the manual, it is still rather low. The results are included anyway,
largely to test the claim of the confluent approach to promote this kind of
ability.
A simple two-part test of French reading ability, constructed by
the Martel teachers, was employed. Each part had six items. The first
part was multiple choice: the child had to choose between two sketches
the one which illustrated a simple printed French sentence. In part two,
the child had to illustrate a French sentence embodying two concepts— for
example, the thing and its color. Therefore, two points were awarded for
each question in part two. At Holy Family, the children were not provided
with a set of colored pencils or crayons for part two. Therefore, this part
could not be scored.
The test could be considered a criterion referenced test for the
Martel classes, and therefore to have content validity for them. The Holy
Family children may have been at a disadvantage, however, since they
were not specifically prepared for this type of test. This should be borne
in mind when comparing results in the two schools (on part one).
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Testing
Pre-testing was conducted by the evaluator and the bilingual
specialists. Martel children were given the language section of the Apell
Test in French and English at the end of the kindergarten year, in June. The
Holy Family first grade classes were tested in September, after the decision
to include them in the bilingual project. Half a class at a time was given
the Apell Test, in the classroom. Seats and obstacles were placed so as
to minimize cheating.
The Common Concepts Foreign Language Test was administered
by the Holy Family specialists to the five children, apart from the rest of
the class. At Martel, the fourteen children from the three classes who took
this test in September were tested together in the school cafeteria, by two
of the specialists.
Most posttesting was conducted by hired testers. Four local
Franco-American women were hired, two for each school. They tested be-
tween mid-May and mid-June. The evaluator trained them to administer
each test. Before beginning, they spent at least one morning or afternoon
in each classroom, interacting informally with the children. The group
tests—French Apell, Common Concepts, Inter-Person Perception and Tor-
rance—were administered to half a class at a time in the classrooms at
Holy Family. At Martel, most testing was done in the cafeteria. Sometimes
sections of more than one class were tested together.
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The individual testing-picture descriptions and phoneme produc-
tion—was conducted in various locations in the two schools. At Holy Fam-
ily, areas at the ends of the halls and the principal's office were used. At
Martel, the teacher's lounge, the principal's office, the cafeteria and the
large janitor's closet were used. The given picture descriptions were re-
corded in one sitting, the French following the English. The phoneme pro-
duction was taped during another sitting. As noted above, French descrip-
tion of the children's own pictures occured in an informal classroom setting.
The SRA Reading and Modern Math achievement tests were admin-
istered by the teachers to their whole classes over the course of a week,
under the direction of the elementary supervisor. This has been standard
practice in the past. The French reading tests were administered by each
bilingual specialist to his whole class.
Data Analysis
Mean scores of the Lewiston classes are compared with those of
the Canadian experimental groups on the picture description and phoneme
production tasks. Mean Common Concepts scores are compared with the
Holy Cross classes and with published means. Similarly, means on the
Torrance Tests are compared with published means. Pre- and posttest
scores on the French Apell test and the Common Concepts tests are compared
within each classroom by a two-tailed t test for matched samples. SRA Read-
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ing and Modern Math scores are compared across years within the same
classroom by analysis of variance.
The comparisons among classes will be dealt with primarily as two
separate quasi-experiments: one comparing a cognitive and a mixed class
at Holy Family, and one comparing two cognitive classes and a confluent
class at Martel. Each school serves a certain population, and this popula-
tion is divided more or less randomly among classes at each grade level.
Of course, class assignment was not strictly random, so we cannot claim
that we have a true experiment. Nonrandom factors may have entered in.
However, all classes are comparable in parents' educational background.
The proportion of children from families which use both French and English
in the home is roughly comparable among classes in each school, although
the differences could be of some importance. The proportions differ widely
between schools, with more French background children attending Holy Fam-
ily (see section 1)
.
Within each school, we wish to test the null hypothesis that the
classes are not different on the variables. For this purpose, the multivari-
ate analysis of variance is used. An F test tells us whether to reject the
null hypothesis. If the null hypothesis is rejected, one attempts to discov-
er the particular variables on which the groups differ. A number of complex
procedures have been proposed for doing this. For simplicity, and to avoid
data loss, we simply performed univariate analyses of variance on all
variables
. The reasons will be made clear below.
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One problem with multivariate analysis of variance is that a sub-
ject with missing data on any variable is excluded from the analysis. If
all variables are included in the analyses, N for some classes becomes
very small. For this reason, only selected variables were included. For
Martel, these were the French Apell posttest. Common Concepts test, In-
ter-Person Perception Test, and the four Torrance creativity tests. For
Holy Family, the French Apell posttest. Common Concepts test, Inter-
Person Perception Test, multiple choice French reading test, phoneme pro-
duction test, SRA Modern Math test, and SRA Reading test were included.
All students who Were enrolled all year, from pretest to posttest,
were included in all analyses. The N for multivariate analysis of variance
within each school was reduced somewhat in each class. These figures are
reported in Table VI.
Table VI
Number of Students
In Multivariate Analysis
Class of Variance Total
MARTEL
Cog. 1 19 22
Cog. 2 20 22
Confluent 17 22
HOLY FAMILY
Cog. 22 26
Mixed 21 23
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Data loss was too great to perform a multivariate analysis of var-
iance on the five classes together. A series of univariate analyses of var-
iance was performed for all variables on which data were available for both
schools. In addition, univariate analyses of variance were performed for
all variables within each school. Of course, N is the number of students
for which data is available on the variable in question. We can have the
most confidence in the significance levels shown by univariate analysis
of variables which were included in a multivariate analysis which yielded
significance, less confidence in those not included in a multivariate anal-
ysis, and no confidence in those included in a multivariate analysis which
did not yield significance. Strictly speaking, we cannot have complete
confidence in the results of any univariate analysis of variance, since the
analyses are not independent of one another.
The UNIVAC 1108 computer at the University of Houston was em-
ployed for data analysis. The multivariate analysis of variance program
published in Cooley and Lohnes (1971) was used. A special program for
two tailed t test for matched samples was written. The frequency count of
item responses on the Apell Test was by a BMD (Dixon, 1967) program. KR
20 reliabilities were computed on an electronic desk calculator. Other
analyses were performed using the University of Wisconsin's STATJOB
package (University of Wisconsin, 1970).
CHAPTER V
RESULTS
Multivariate Comparisons among Classes
Results from the multivariate analyses of variance in each school
are reported in Table VII. In the Martel comparison, the following seven
variables were included: French Apell Posttest, Common Concepts Foreign
Language Test, Inter-Person Perception Test, and the four Torrance creativ-
ity tests. In the Holy Family comparison, the following seven variables
were included: French Apell Posttest, Common Concepts Foreign Language
Test, Inter-Person Perception Test, multiple choice French reading test,
phoneme production test, SRA Modern Math test, and SRA Reading test.
Equality of dispersions is the multivariate analog of homogeneity
of variance. The null hypothesis of equality of dispersions was rejected in
the Martel analysis but not in the Holy Family analysis. The F test of over-
all discrimination shows a significant difference between the Holy Family
classes but not among the Martel classes. As shown by the following
tables, the mixed class scored higher than the cognitive class on every
variable included in the Holy Family analysis except the Apell Test, on
which the means were nearly equal. The fact that the null hypothesis of
equality of dispersions was not rejected in the Holy Family analysis
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indicates that the observed data tend to be consistent with the model. This
increases our confidence in the finding that the mixed class excelled the
cognitive class on the variables included in the analysis. On the other
hand, the observed inequality of dispersions among the Martel classes is
not likely to account for the failure to find significant overall discrimination
in this school.
Table VII
Multivariate Analyses of Variance
MARTEL HOLY FAMILY
Equality of Dispersions
Dispersion determinant 3,532,000,000,000 13,060,000,000
M 150.422 44.506
F 2.165 1.269
NDF 1 56 28
NDF 2 7726 5828
Significant level .001 n. s
.
Overall Discrimination
Wilks Lambda .8120 .5885
Eta Square .1880 .4115
F .74 3.19
NDF 1 14 7
NDF 2 79 63
Significance level n. s
.
.01
Language Variables
Phoneme production test . The maximum possible score on the
phoneme production test (Lambert and Macnamara, 1969) is fifty-seven.
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Mean scores of the Lewiston classes and the St. Lambert pilot and follow-
up experimental classes and French Canadian pilot controls are reported in
Table VIII. N's are not included in the tables in the St. Lambert reports,
Table VIII
Phoneme Production Test
Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Signifi-
cance Level
MARTEL 47 38.3 1.25 2,44 n. s
.
Confluent 21 40.1
Cog. 1 9 33.4
Cog. 2 17 38.5
HOLY FAMILY 47 39.7 2.12 1,45 n. s
Cog. 24 37.7
Mixed 23 41.7
LEWISTON (Total) 94 39.0 1.28 4,89 n. s
.
ST. LAMBERT 48.4 120.20 1,38 .01
Pilot 42.2
French Control 56.1
Follow-up 38.4
but Lambert and Tucker (1972) give the number of students at the beginning
of the year as twenty-two in the pilot class, twenty-four in the French con-
trol class, and thirty-six in the follow-up class. Analyses of variance
among classes for the Martel classes, the Holy Family classes, the five
Lewiston classes together, and the St. Lambert pilot experimental and con-
trol classes are summarized in the above table.
One of the tapes of the cognitive 1 class was lost, accounting for
the low N in that class. The mean reported may therefore not be represent-
ative of the whole class. Mean scores of the other Lewiston classes were
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comparable with those of the St. Lambert experimental classes. The French
Canadian controls scored significantly higher than the St. Lambert pilot
class (Lambert and Macnamara, 1969). There were no significant differ-
ences among the Lewiston classes although the means of the mixed and
confluent classes were slightly greater than those of the cognitive classes.
How important is exposure to French in the home in phoneme produc-
tion? Parents of the St. Lambert experimental children were presumably all
English Canadians. However, eighteen per cent of the mothers and twenty-
three per cent of the fathers of the pilot class reported that they speak to
their children in both English and French (Lambert and Tucker, 1972). With-
in each Lewiston class, children of parents who report using only English
in the home were compared with children of parents who report using both
French and English, by analysis of variance. The results are reported in
Table IX.
The mean score of children with some French background was
higher in every class except the one with a reduced N , but these differ-
ences were not significant.
Picture description tasks . Mean frequencies on the various French
picture description tasks are presented in Table X. The first task for the
Lewiston children was to describe three pictures they had drawn in French,
and the second, to describe a series of three pictures about a boy
and his
father playing catch. Figures on the story retelling task
used with the St.
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Table IX
Phoneme Production Results by Language Background
Class
Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio df
Signifi-
cance Level
MARTEL
Confluent F & E 10 43.8 2.86 1,19 n. s
.
E 11 36.7
Cog. 1 F & E 4 31.3 .45 1,7 n. s
E 5 35.2
Cog. 2 F & E 6 44.8 2.78 1,15 n. s
.
E 11 35.1
HOLY FAMILY
Cog. F & E 20 39.3 2.59 1,22 n. s.
E 4 29.8
Mixed F & E 15 42.9 .93 1,21 n. s
.
E 8 39.6
Lambert pilot and follow-up classes are omitted. Follow-up and working
class children and their French Canadian controls described the cartoon
sequence about a humorous incident at the zoo. Unfortunately, in the
working class experiment, results are presented for total words and per-
centage of nouns, different nouns, verbs, different verbs, adjectives, and
different adjectives. Mean frequencies of nouns, verbs and adjectives
were found by multiplying the number of total words by the percentage.
However, since the total number of different words is not reported, we can-
not find the frequencies of different nouns, verbs and adjectives in the
same manner. Also, errors are reported in a different and apparently non-
comparable way. The Ottawa immersion and seventy-five minute children
Table
X
French
Picture
Descriptions
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described one or more of three animal pictures. All of these counts are re-
ported .
For the Lewiston classes, mean number of English words spoken
is reported in a separate column. English words are not included in the
other frequencies. The small number of English words spoken by the Otta-
wa children were counted as grammatical errors. Lewiston French dialect
words are included in the French frequencies, and also reported in a separ-
ate column. The Ottawa evaluator reports that Canadian French was ac-
cepted as correct, but "slang" was not (personal communication from
Casserly). The problem presumably did not arise in the St. Lambert and
the working class projects, where none of the children were of French
Canadian background.
The Lewiston children produced many fewer French words than the
Canadian children. Class means ranged from 12.3 to 19.8 in Lewiston and
from 53.6 to 84.7 in Canada, except for one French Canadian control group
which averaged 130.6 words. In Lewiston, the mean number of English
words produced was closely related to the mean number of French words.
The Canadians, who produced more French words, produced few if any Eng-
lish words. The proportion of French grammatical errors is generally no
greater in Lewiston than in the Canadian classes, however. The mean
number of dialect words used by the Lewiston children was also small.
The Lewiston children generally produced a higher proportion of
adjectives than the Canadian children. Eleven to thirteen per cent of the
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French words describing their own pictures, and thirty-one to thirty-four
per cent of the French words describing the father and son playing catch,
were adjectives. In contrast, the percentage of adjectives produced by
Montreal area children in "creating a story" about the humorous incident
at the zoo was only three to five per cent. In describing a set of three
animal cartoons, Ottawa immersion children produced twelve per cent
adjectives, and seventy-five minute children, twenty-one per cent. The
higher percentage in Ottawa than in the Montreal area may be partly due
to the nature of the task. Creating a story might call for fewer adjectives
than describing a picture. However, Lewiston children who were asked
to tell the story of the father and son playing catch produced the highest
percentage of adjectives. Since Lewiston children also produced the few-
est French words, it seems that their limited French ability is the major
factor in the high percentage of adjectives. Apparently their behavior con-
sisted largely in naming and qualifying objects in the pictures.
The amount of prompting for French description of the given pic-
tures varied. The coder categorized each interview as involving maximum
prompting, prompted discussion, or open discussion. There was a slight
tendency for children who produced more French words to require less
prompting, as indicated by a gamma of .24. Chi square was not signifi-
cant, however. Table XI presents number of words by amount of prompt-
ing. Seventeen children in the three classes did not describe the given
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pictures, and are therefore not included in the table.
Table XI
French Description of Given Pictures
French Words bv Promptinq
Number of
French
Words
Maximum
Promptinq
Amount of Promptinq
Prompted Open
Discussion Discussion Total
0- 4 0 0 0 0
5- 9 2 2 2 6
10-19 11 12 6 29
20-29 2 5 3 10
30-39 1 0 1 2
40-49 0 0 1 1
50 + 0 0 1 1
Total 16 19 14 49
Chi Square = 8.13, df= 10. Not significant.
Analysis of variance was conducted among the classes in each
school and together. No differences in French production reached the .05
level of significance, although the confluent class produced one and one-
half times as many French words as the Martel cognitive classes. How-
ever, all of the English production variables on the task requiring French
description of the children's own pictures differed significantly among the
Martel classes. In the Holy Family comparisons, only total English words
reached significance.
Mean frequencies of English words are reported in the last col-
umn of Table X. In Martel, the cognitive 1 class produced less than one
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tenth as many English words in their French descriptions of their own pic-
tures as the other two classes. This difference is significant at the .001
level. F — 17.48, and df = 2,51. In Holy Family, the cognitive class
produced more than twice as many English words as the mixed class. This
difference is significant at the .05 level, with F = 5.05 and 1,41 degrees
of freedom.
The differences between the cognitive 1 class and the other two
classes at Martel are of such an order of magnitude that we question
whether they might not be due to differences in recording styles. In each
classroom, the bilingual specialist wrote down what the child said in de-
scribing his pictures. The specialists were instructed to write every-
thing in French, but underline only those utterances which were actually
spoken in French. Nonunderlined words were counted as English words.
It is possible that the cognitive 1 specialist failed to record most of the
English utterances. It is also possible that she stressed to the children
that they should not speak any English. At any rate, these Lewiston dif-
ferences in English production on the French description of children's own
pictures task should not be given very great importance, in our opinion.
Two background factors may partially account for the differences
in number of French words produced: exposure to French in the home and
in kindergarten. The Montreal area children were of English background,
but had participated in French immersion programs in kindergarten. The
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Ottawa project included some children who had some French background
and some who had participated in a full day kindergarten, half a day of
which was conducted in French. The others had experienced only a half
day English kindergarten program. In Lewiston, the Martel children had
participated in the bilingual project in kindergarten. They were not im-
mersed in French, however; rather, they were given limited instruction in
French as a second language. The Holy Family children did not partici-
pate in the bilingual project in kindergarten. Table XII presents the mean
number of French words produced by class and language background in
Lewiston, and the results of analysis of variance within each class.
Table XIII, taken from Edwards and Casserly (1971), presents the results
of a three-way analysis of variance of the Ottawa data. Factor A is im-
mersion vs. seventy-five minute approach, factor B is full vs. half day
kindergarten, and factor C is English vs. French home background.'*'
Lewiston children from families in which some French is spoken
produced slightly more French words in each class except the mixed one,
but none of the differences were statistically significant at the .05 level.
In Ottawa, the most important factor was language background. It pro-
duced significant F ratios both independently and in interaction with the
* It should be noted that the wide range of N and the apparent
lack of homogeneity of variance invalidate the significance levels reported
by the Ottawa evaluators in Table XIII.
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other two factors. English speaking children who had no French experi-
ence in kindergarten and a seventy-five minute program in first grade pro-
duced the fewest French words. In comparison with Lewiston English
background children they produced 1.39 to 2.11 times as many French words.
Table XII
French Picture Descriptions
Mean Number of French Words Produced by Language Back-
ground
Task Class Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio
Signifi-
df cance Level
Own Pictures
Martel
Confluent F & E 6 19.2 .01 1,14 n. s
.
E 10 18.5
Cog. 1 F & E 9 12.6 .05 1,19 n. s.
E 12 12.2
Cog. 2 F & E 5 16.2 .52 1,15 n. s
.
E 12 12.3
Holy Family
Cog. F & E 21 20.7 .62 1,23 n. s
.
E 4 14.7
Mixed F & E 12 16.5 .08 1,16 n. s
.
E 6 17.8
Playing Catch
Martel
Confluent F & E 7 19.7 3.28 1,14 n. s
E 9 12.7
Cog. 1 F & E 6 18.8 .53 1,11 n. s
.
E 7 15.0
Cog. 2 F & E 8 20.3 1.41 1,18 n. s
E 12 15.0
In contrast, French background children who attended a half day kindergar-
ten and seventy-five minute first grade program in Ottawa produced 6.00
to
9.87 times as many French words as the Lewiston French background
child-
ren.
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Table XIII
Story Creation Skills (French) Scored for Total Number of Words Used
by Each Subject
Ottawa Study
A. Size of Group, Mean Score & Standard Deviation
Group N
Mean
Score
Standard
Deviation
English speaking immersion
children who attended full
day kindergarten 65 74.69 33.83
French speaking immersion
children who attended full
day kindergarten 41 77.24 42.44
English speaking immersion
children who attended one-
half day kindergarten 12 55.17 27.67
French speaking immersion
children who attended one-
half day kindergarten 5 90.80 61.32
English speaking 75 minute
children who attended full
day kindergarten 58 38.54 32.59
French speaking 75 minute
children who attended full
day kindergarten 32 58.06 45.12
English speaking 75 minute
children who attended one-
half day kindergarten 19 25.74 15.50
French speaking 75 minute
children who attended one-
half day kindergarten 7 124.29 105.39
Table XIII (cont'd)
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B. Three Factor Analysis of Variance:
M.S. FSource SS df
A /Time/ 328.75 1 328.75 2.68
B /Kindergarten/ 281.51 1 281.51 2.30
C /^Background/ 3052.22 1 3052.22 24.91***
AB 440.97 1 440.97 3.60
AC 797.84 1 797.84 6.51*
BC 1570.87 1 1570.87 12.82**
ABC 263.80 1 263.80 2.15
*p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001
English picture description tasks . Mean frequencies on the Eng-
lish picture description tasks are presented in Table XIV. The zoo series
was the stimulus for the Montreal area children, and the animal pictures
for the Ottawa and the Martel children.
The wide variation in word totals among experiments and the rela-
tive constancy within each experiment point to the need for standardiza-
tion in testing procedures. The working class experimental and control
groups, which would be expected to produce fewer words, produced one
to three times as many words as the middle class St. Lambert groups, on
the same task. The Ottawa children produced two to three times as many
words as the Lewiston children. The same animal pictures were used, al-
though the originals were photoduplicated and the duplicates colored in
for the Lewiston testing. Details of the interview procedure in the
St.
Lambert and working class experiments are not known, but Wallace
Lambert
Table
XIV
English
Picture
Descriptions
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was involved in both. In the Ottawa testing, the interviewer asked the
child to tell me all about the picture . . . everything you can think of"
(personal communication from Casserly). If the child did not talk, he was
asked What s going on? What do you think is happening?" In contrast,
the Lewiston transcripts show one interviewer saying "This will be in Eng-
lish. Could you tell me what you see in this picture? That's fine now,
how about this one here? And in this picture?" The other interviewer
said "You see this picture? Can you explain what you see? Anything
else? Very good Allan. How about this picture? Very good. The last pic-
ture." All interviews were categorized as "open discussion," and none as
"prompted discussion" or "maximum prompting." Neither the Ottawa testers
nor the Lewiston testers pointed to specific objects. It is apparent that the
Ottawa testers did more to draw the children out, and that they succeeded.
It is interesting to compare the Martel and St. Lambert frequencies.
The St. Lambert experimental and control groups produced only sightly more
total words than the Martel classes. The Lewiston children produced sub-
stantially more nouns and somewhat more adjectives. They produced very
few verbs, however, in contrast to the St. Lambert children, who produced
about as many verbs as nouns. It is understandable that the interview tech-
nique used in Lewiston should have produced primarily a list of nouns, with
some modification. Apparently the St. Lambert and other Canadian children
produced a diversity of parts of speech characteristic of ordinary discourse.
no
The Martel children produced about twice as many English words
on the English picture description task as French words on the French pic-
ture description tasks. However, two of the classes produced fewer Eng-
lish verbs than French verbs describing their own pictures, and all classes
produced substantially fewer English adjectives than French adjectives de-
scribing the given pictures. The major difference between English and
French performance is that three or more times as many nouns were pro-
duced in English as in French. Also, fewer grammatical errors were made
in English than in French, with one exception.
There were no differences among the classes on the English pic-
ture description task which reached the .05 level of significance.
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test, French Version . Table
XV presents the posttest results on form 1 of the Common Concepts Test.
In the rows labeled Martel, Holy Family and Lewiston Total, one way
analyses of variance among the total mean scores of the classes in each
school and in the two schools together are presented. Within each class,
an analysis of variance between children of families which use some
French in the home and others is presented in the row marked F & E. Most
of the other tables below employ this same format.
There were no significant differences among classes. French
background children did better than nonFrench background children in
all
classes, but the differences were significant in only two classes.
Ill
Table XV
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test
Posttest Results
Class
Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio df
Signifi
cance Level
MARTEL Total 61 40.4 .07 2,58 n. s
.
Confluent F & E 10 49.6 14.36 1,17 n. s
E 11 33.0
Total 21 40.9
Cog. 1 F & E 8 41.3 .22 1,18 n. s
.
E 12 38.3
Total 20 39.5
Cog. 2 F & E 8 48.6 4.70 1,18 .05
E 12 35.6
Total 20 40.8
HOLY FAMILY Total 47 44.9 1.84 1,45 n. s
.
Cog. F & E 20 44.1 1.77 1,22 n. s
E 4 34.3
Total 24 42.4
Mixed F & E 15 52.3 12.67 1,21 .01
E 8 38.2
Total 23 47.4
LEWISTON Total Total 108 42.3 1.21 4,103 n. s
.
The four or five best French speakers in each class were given
form 2 of the Common Concepts Test as a pretest. Pre-post comparisons
are reported in Table XVI. A two tailed t test for matched samples was em-
ployed.
The five best French speakers in the mixed class made a highly
significant mean gain. The cognitive 2 class made a gain which just
missed significance at the .05 level. The cognitive 1 class made a small
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gain, and the other two classes remained constant. It is also interesting
to note that the fifteen French background children in the mixed class
scored higher than the French background children in any other class, and
ten points higher than the overall mean (see Table XV).
Table XVI
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test
Class
Pre-
N
-Post Comparisons,
Form 2 Pre-
Test Mean
Best French Speakers
Form 1 Post
Test Mean t
Signifi-
cance Level
MARTEL
Confluent 5 57.2 57.0 .18 n. s
.
Cog. 1 4 51.3 54.5 .61 n. s
Cog. 2 4 48.5 60.8 2.70 n. s
HOLY FAMILY
Cog. 5 60.8 60.2 .37 n. s
.
Mixed 5 44.6 59.2 7.53 .001
The mean scores may be compared with means reported in the test
manual and with means of the Holy Cross first grade classes tested in
June 1971. These figures are reported in Table XVII. Data in the test man-
ual are reported by level of instruction. In Holy Cross, one class was
given form 1. Half of the other class was given form 1 and the other half,
form 2
.
The overall Lewiston mean is comparable to the Holy Cross means
and the junior high French class means. As we have seen, the population
of Holy Family more nearly resembles that of Holy Cross than does that of
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Martel. The Holy Family cognitive class scored about the same as the Holy
Cross classes, but the mixed class scored about five points higher, at the
level of senior high school students with one to three semesters of instruc-
tion. The English background children scored five to ten points higher on
the average than FLES students with one to three semesters of instruction in
French.
Table XVII
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test
Mean Scores of Comparison Groups
Level of
Instruction
School
Level
Form
N
1
Mean
Form
N
2
Mean
1-3 Sem. Elem
.
221 27.44 .
Jr. Hi. 1999 42.10 309 40.31
Sr. Hi. 1605 46.38 977 48.91
3 + Sem. Jr. Hi. 859 43.91 98 48.32
Sr. Hi. 474 52.59 632 55.57
Holy Cross Grade 1 36 41.00
Grade 1 17 42.70
French translation of the language section of the Apell Test. Re-
sults on the Apell posttest are presented in Table XVIII, in the same format as
Table XV. The language section has twenty-five items, with three alternatives
each.
There were no significant differences among classes. French
background children scored higher than nonFrench background children in
four classes, but the differences were significant in only three.
The French Apell Test was administered as a pretest to the Martel
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children in June 1971, and to the Holy Family classes in September. The
number of children who took both the pre- and posttest is somewhat re-
duced. Comparisons by a two tailed t test for matched samples are pre-
sented in Table XIX.
Table XVIII
French Translation, Language Section, Apell Test
Post Test Results
Class
Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio df
Signifi-
cance Level
MARTEL Total 67 11.6 .38 2,62 n. s
.
Confluent F & E 10 12.9 2.92 1,19 n. s
E 11 11.0
Total 21 11.9
Cog. 1 F & E 9 13.0 4.33 1,20 .05
E 13 10.7
Total 22 11.6
Cog. 2 F & E 8 13.6 9194 1,20 .05
E 14 9.7
Total 22 11.1
HOLY FAMILY Total 48 12.0 . 12 1,46 n. s
.
Cog. F & E 22 12.1 .01 1,24 n. s
E 4 12.3
Total 26 12.1
Mixed F & E 15 13.4 22.90 1,20 .001
E 7 8.3
Total 22 11.8
LEWISTON
Total Total 113 11.7 .31 4,108 n. s
.
The mixed class scored significantly lower on the posttest than
on the pretest, and the Holy Family cognitive class and the Martel cogni-
tive 2 class made losses which just missed the .05 level of significance.
The two other Martel classes made small, nonsignificant mean gains.
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Table XIX
French Translation, Language Section, Apell Test
Pre-Post Comparisons
Class N
Pre-Test
Mean
Post-test
Mean t i
Signifi-
cance Level
MARTEL
Confluent 14 11.9 12.2 .26 n. s
.
Cog. 1 18 10.0 11.0 1.55 n. s
Cog. 2 15 13.1 10.7 1.90 n. s
HOLY FAMILY
Cog. 26 13.1 12.1 1.86 n. s
.
Mixed 20 13.6 11.9 2.68 .05
Comparisons among classes are probably unreliable. The important result
shown here is that there was no overall gain in Apell score, either from
June to June or from September to June.
French reading tests . Results on two teacher-made tests of
French reading ability are presented in Tables XX and XXI. The first was
a six item multiple choice test with two alternatives. The second re-
quired the children to illustrate a written sentence embodying two concepts.
It had six items, with two points assigned to each. Results for this test
are reported for Martel only. The tables follow the format of Table XV.
At Holy Family, the mixed class scored significantly higher than
the cognitive class, at the .001 level. We can have some confidence in
this result, since this variable was included in the Holy Family multivar-
iate analysis of variance. The F ratio for the five classes together was
also highly significant, with the confluent and mixed classes scoring
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highest. There were no significant differences between French and non
French background children.
Table XX
Multiple Choice French Reading Test
Class
Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio df c
Signifi-
ance Level
MARTEL Total 57 5.18 2.00 2 , 54 n. s
.
Confluent F & E 9 5.89 2.61 1,18 n. s
E 11 5.36
Total 20 5.60
Cog. 1 F & E 8 4.88 .29 1,15 n. s
.
E 12 4.83
Total 20 4.85
HOLY FAMILY Total 48 4.85 15.01 1,46 .001
Cog. F & E 21 4.19 .18 1,23 n. s
E 4 4.50
Total 25 4.24
Mixed F & E 15 5.60 .32 1,21 n. s
.
E 8 5.38
Total 23 5.52
LEWISTON Total Total 105 5.03 5.04 4,100 .001
Table XXI
Illustration French Reading Test
Class
Back-
ground N Mean
F
Ratio df
Signifi-
cance Level
Martel Total 54 9.44 .83 2,51 n. s
.
Confluent F & E 8 11.25 3.59 1,17 n. s
E 11 9.27
Total 19 10.11
Cog. 1 F & E 6 7.83 .88 1,14 n. s
E 10 9.60
Total 16 8.94
Cog. 2 F & E 7 10.14 1.58 1,17 n. s
.
E 12 8.67
Total 19 9.21
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There were no significant differences on the illustration French
reading test, either among the Martel classes or between French and non-
French background children.
Achievement Tests
SRA Reading Test. The SRA Reading Test was administered to all
classes. The analyses of variance comparing class means are presented
in Table XXII. There were no significant differences among classes.
Table XXII
SRA Reading Test
Class Comparisons
Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 56 153.0 .64 2,53 n. s
.
Confluent 19 146.2
Cog . 1 20 153.4
Cog. 2 17 160.1
HOLY FAMILY 48 148.7 1.39 1,46 n. s
.
Cog. 25 143.6
Mixed 23 154.2
LEWISTON (Total)
104 150.9 .76 4,99 n. s
In Martel, mean scores over the past three years in each classroom
were compared by analysis of variance. The results are presented in Table
XXIII. All children present at the end of the year and tested are included in
this analysis.
The confluent class scored significantly higher this year than in
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previous years, when there was no bilingual project. There were no sig
nificant differences among the years in the other classrooms.
Table XXIII
SRA Reading Test
Cross-Year Comparisons
Class-
room Year N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL
Confluent 1972 22 144.9 3.48 2,65 .05
1971 22 123.5
1970 24 121.5
Cog. 1 1972 22 152.9 .81 2,69 n. s.
1971 22 164.2
1970 28 153.1
Cog. 2 1972 20 155.8 1.59 2,62 n. s.
1971 23 168.9
1970 22 151.8
SRA Modern Math Test . The SRA Modern Math Test was adminis-
tered to all classes, in conjunction with the reading test. Comparisons
among the classes are presented in Table XXIV.
The mixed class scored significantly higher than the Holy Family
cognitive class. Since this variable was included in the Holy Family mul-
tivariate analysis of variance, we can have some confidence in this result.
There was also a significant overall difference among the five classes.
We have less confidence in this result, since no multivariate analysis of
variance could be conducted among the five classes.
Scores were compared within the Martel classrooms over the past
two years. The results are presented in Table XXV.
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Table XXIV
SRA Modern Math Test
Class Comparisons
Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 56 207.7 .994 2,53 n. s
.
Confluent 19 206.8
Cog . 1 20 195.5
Cog. 2 17 222.9
HOLY FAMILY 48 179.0 7.01 1,46 .05
Cog
.
26 157.7
Mixed 22 204.1
LEWISTON Total 104 194.4 3.78 4,99 .01
There were no significant differences among years. However, the
confluent class scored substantially higher than the previous year's class.
This difference narrowly missed statistical significance at the .05 level.
Table XXV
SRA Modern Math Test
Cross-Year Comparisons
Class- Significance
room Year N Mean Ratio df Level
MARTEL
Confluent 1972 22 205.5 3.42 1,42 n. s
.
1971 22 173.2
Cog. 1 1972 22 201.8 .55 1,42 n. s
1971 22 188.2
Cog. 2 1972 20 226.0 1.35 1/41 n. s.
1971 23 252.2
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Measures of Creativity and Empathy
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Fiqural Form B . The Tor-
rance Tests were administered to the Martel classes. Comparisons
among classes are presented in Tables XXVI through XXIX. In Table XXX,
means and standard deviations for three first grade groups reported by
Torrance are presented.
Table XXVI
Torrance Fluency Scores
Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 60 20.5 .21 2,57 n. s
.
Confluent 20 21.3
Cog. 1 19 19.9
Cog. 2 21 20.2
Table XXVII
Torrance Flexibility Scores
F Significance
Class N Mean Ratio df Level
MARTEL 60 13.6 .14 2,57 n. s
.
Confluent 20 13.2
Cog . 1 19 13.1
Cog. 2 21 14.5
Table XXVIII
Torrance Originality Scores
Class N
F
Mean Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 60 30.6 .14 2,57 n. s
.
Confluent 20 30.2
Cog. 1 19 31.9
Cog. 2 21 29.9
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Table XXIX
Torrance Elaboration Score
s
Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 60 57.5 .39 2,57 n. s
.
Confluent 20 55.0
Cog . 1 19 56.1
Cog. 2 21 61.2
Table XXX
Torrance Tests, Figural Form B
First Grade Comparison Group Scores
Group N
Fluency
Mean S.D.
Flexibility
Mean S.D.
Originality
Mean S.D.
Elaboration
Mean S.D.
Wise. 56 22.1 5.4 15.7 3.2 17.9 4.6 27.2 16.8
Minn.
Revi-
23 22.8 7.4 16.8 4.6 21.0 7.0 56.7 22.7
sion 437 19.2 6.7 13.8 4.4 21.3 9.6 44.5 23.2
There were no significant differences among classes on any of the
four scores. The Martel classes did about as well as the comparison groups
in fluency and flexibility. In originality, they averaged about one standard
deviation above the comparison classes. In elaboration, their mean scores
were about two standard deviations above one comparison class, half a
standard deviation above a second, and approximately the same as the
mean of a third group.
Inter-Person Perception Test, Form AC . The Inter-Person Percep-
tion Test was administered to all classes. This is a forty-item multiple
choice test. Comparisons among classes are presented in Table XXXI.
Table XXXI
Inter-Person Perception Test
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Class N Mean
F
Ratio df
Significance
Level
MARTEL 59 16.9 2.02 2,56 n. s
.
Confluent 19 18.5
Cog. 1 19 16.2
Cog . 2 21 16.0
HOLY FAMILY 48 16.2 .32 1,46 n. s
.
Cog. 25 15.8
Mixed 23 16.5
LEWISTON Total 107 16.6 1.29 4,102 n. s
.
The confluent class mean was over two points greater than the
means of the Martel cognitive classes. This difference was not signifi-
cant, however. The test manual reports that the mean score for a sample
of 1 , 058 adults was 21.62, with a standard deviation of 3.73. The con-
fluent class was within one standard deviation of the adult mean. The
other classes were about five and one—half points below the adult mean.
Summary
Differences by language background . On the French language
variables, there was less difference between children of parents which
report using some French in the home and children from families
which
speak only English than might have been expected. French
background
children tended to do slightly better on the phoneme
production test and
to produce more French words on the picture description
tasks, but none
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of the differences were significant. In contrast, Ottawa children with
some French background produced many more French words than children
with no French background. On the Common Concepts and Apell tests,
French background children tended to do better, but the differences were
significant in only half of the classes. On the French reading tests,
there were no differences between language backgrounds.
General project evaluation . The bilingual project was not as suc-
cessful in promoting French language development as had been hoped. Lew-
iston children in general did about as well on the phoneme production test
as the English background first graders in the St. Lambert project. How-
ever, English background Lewiston children did somewhat more poorly
than their English Canadian counterparts. Lewiston children produced many
fewer French words in their picture descriptions than did the children in the
three Canadian studies. Lewiston children in the Martel School also pro-
duced many fewer English words on their English picture description task.
A general difference in language ability may have been involved, or a tend-
ency for the Lewiston interviewers to demand less of the children may have
been responsible. It is unlikely that the large differences in word counts
among the various projects could be primarily due to the experimental
treatments or the characteristics of the children.
The performance of the Lewiston Bilingual Project children on the
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test was comparable to that of first
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graders in a Lewiston parochial school which serves mostly French back-
ground children and has traditional Franco-American nuns as teachers. It
was also comparable to that of students in junior high school French clas-
ses. Even the English background children did much better than students
in elementary school French classes. On the other hand, the best French
speakers in each class made no mean gain in two of the classes, and only
a slight gain in a third. Only in the Holy Family mixed class was their
gain statistically significant.
The French translation of the language section of the Apell Test
is the only instrument which was administered to almost all children as a
pre - and posttest. Overall, there was no gain on this test. In
fact, the
mixed class made a significant loss.
Although there is no basis for comparison, the average scores on
the French reading tests seem to indicate good progress, assuming
that
most children began first grade with little if any acquaintance with reading,
especially French reading. On the average, children in the five classes
answered five out of six multiple choice questions correctly.
Martel
children averaged nine out of twelve correct on the test
requiring the child
to illustrate a written French sentence.
On the SRA achievement tests, the performance of the
Martel cog-
nitive classes was comparable to past years
1 performance in the same
classrooms. However, the confluent class did
better this year. The
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difference was statistically significant on the reading test, and just mis-
sed significance on the modern math test.
On the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B, the
Martel classes scores in fluency and flexibility were comparable with
those of comparison groups provided in the manual or by Torrance. The
Lewiston children scored much higher in originality, however, and some-
what higher in elaboration.
On the Inter-Person Perception Test, Form AC, Lewiston first
graders scored three to six points lower than an adult comparison group,
on the average. Class means ranged from 15.8 to 18.5 on the forty-item
test.
Comparisons among classes . The only variables on which there
were significant differences among the Martel classes involved counts of
English utterances in French descriptions of the children's own pictures.
The cognitive 2 class produced many fewer English words than the other
two classes on this task. The order of magnitude of this difference is so
great that we suspect it may have been due to differences in the bilingual
specialists' instructions to the classes or recording style. These vari-
ables were not included in the Martel multivariate analysis of variance,
which did not show a significant overall difference among the classes.
Between the Holy Family classes, multivariate analysis of vari-
ance produced a difference which was significant at the .01 level. On
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one of the variables included in this analysis, the Apell Test, there was
virtually no difference between the classes on posttest scores. On the
other six variables, the mixed class mean was greater than the cognitive
class mean in every case. Two of these differences, on the multiple
choice French reading test and the SRA Modern Math Test, were significant.
Further evidence of the superiority of the mixed class is provided
by the pre-post comparisons of best French speakers' scores on the Com-
mon Concepts Test. The mixed class members began sixteen points behind
the cognitive class students. The latter made no mean gain, allowing the
mixed class students to come within one point of their average on the post-
test.
The only variables which were not included in the multivariate
analysis of variance were the counts in the children's French descriptions
of their own pictures. The cognitive class produced a few more French words,
but many more English words. Only the latter difference was significant.
The superior performance of the mixed class is all the more remark-
able for the advantage the cognitive class had in number of French back-
ground children. Only four of the children in the cognitive class were from
families which spoke no French in the home, compared with eight of the
children in the mixed class.
Two of the variables which produced significant differences be-
tween the Holy Family classes also showed significance in the
five class
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analyses of variance. The confluent class and the mixed class excelled
the cognitive classes on the multiple choice French reading test. On the
SRA Modern Math Test, the Martel cognitive 2 class scored highest, fol-
lowed by the confluent and mixed classes.
In conclusion, the Holy Family mixed class excelled the Holy
Family cognitive class overall. No multivariate analysis of variance could
be carried out with the five classes together. The mixed class scored high-
est of the five classes on the French phoneme production test and the Com-
mon Concepts Foreign Language Test, but the F ratios were not significant.
On the multiple choice French reading test, the confluent and mixed clas-
ses excelled the others, and F was significant at the .001 level. On the
other tests which were administered to all classes, the mixed class's
mean scores were near the overall average. In the only other five class
analysis of variance which reached significance
,
the Holy Family cognitive
class scored substantially lower than the other classes on the SRA Modern
Math Test. In the absence of a multivariate analysis of variance, however,
there is no basis for concluding that there was any overall difference among
the five classes.
Among the Martel classes, multivariate analysis of variance
showed no significant difference. There were no univariate analyses of
variance among classes which reached significance, except those relating
to English utterances in French descriptions of the children's own pictures.
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These differences are of dubious validity and importance. We can there-
fore conclude that there was no significant difference between the results
produced by the cognitive and confluent approaches in this school.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
Evaluation of Project Effectiveness
The Lewiston Bilingual Project was considerably more effective in
facilitating the learning of French in first grade than FLES programs in the
elementary grades, according to comparisons on the French version of the
Common Concepts Foreign Language Test. This was true even for children
with no previous exposure to French. The French periods in the bilingual
project were daily instead of once or twice a week as is typical of FLES
programs, and they lasted over an hour. Furthermore, teaching via the
language rather than about the language provides exposure to the normal
use of the language. This may be more appropriate for young children who
still have some of the ability to learn language unconsciously which they
employed in learning their native language.
The children also acquired a fair mastery of difficult aspects of
French phonetics, as shown by their performance on the phoneme produc-
tion test. The importance of phonetics in language programs for young
children is stressed by many experts, including Savilleand Troike (1970),
who state that
Complete mastery of new systems of speech sounds is well within the
reach of young children, and is a realistic goal of early language in-
struction if adequate methods are utilized.
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It is, however, discouraging that the classes made no gains on
the French translation of the language section of the Apell Test. This test
focuses on typical problems kindergarteners have with English, and there-
fore may be somewhat inappropriate in translation as a measure of growth
in a weaker language. However, its reliability and concurrent validity
seemed to be adequate. It may be that more systematic instruction in the
structural aspects of French, such as the negative, would have produced
gains. On the other hand, the class which did employ second language
teaching methods to some degree, the mixed class was the only one to
make a significant loss on the Apell Test. Since this class was the one
which, on the basis of other evidence seems to have done the best in
French, we must view the results with some skepticism.
Lewiston children were much less talkative than their Canadian
counterparts in both English and French picture descriptions. They pro-
duced fewer verbs and apparently spoke much less in sentences. On the
task calling for French only, they spoke quite a lot of English in contrast
to the Canadians, who used little if any English. The large differences
among the Lewiston project and the various Canadian projects may have
been largely due to differences in testing procedure. The Lewiston testers
prompted the children very little in English, in comparison to the Ottawa
testers. Amount of prompting varied among the Lewiston classes on the
French picture description task, however, and was not related to the mean
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number of words produced by the class. It is apparent, therefore, that
their ability to speak French at the end of the year was less than that of
the children in Canadian immersion classes and even in the seventy-five
minute classes in Ottawa. This was true of both French background and
nonFrench background children.
What factors are responsible for this relatively poor performance
in French? Holy Family children had no exposure to French in kinder-
garten, and the bilingual project at Martel in 1970-71 was a rather weak
attempt to apply rudimentary second language methods to French instruc-
tion in kindergarten. In contrast, the St. Lambert and Montreal area work-
ing class children had been enrolled in kindergartens in which the teacher
speaks only French and "actually she speaks all of the time and accompan-
ies her speech with gestures, mimics" (Noble, quoted in Lambert and Tucker,
1972 ) . Some of the Ottawa children had also had a full day kindergarten ex-
perience, half of which was French immersion. English background child-
ren who had attended the full day kindergarten produced more French words
than those who had not, but the reverse was true for children with some
French background. Surely a kindergarten French immersion experience
would have produced superior results in the Lewiston first grade classes,
but it is hard to say how important this factor might have been.
The differences between the performance of French and nonFrench
background children on the French language variables were small compared
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to those in the Ottawa project. It may be that the Franco-American child-
ren came to school with dimmer memories of French than the French Canad-
ian and other French background children of Ottawa. If so, this could have
affected not only their own performance but also the performance of the non-
French background children with whom they associated.
Differences in the social environment may also have been a major
factor. There is little functional necessity to speak French in Lewiston
today. In contrast, English speakers in Montreal are a minority, threatened
by French separatism. Ottawa, while on the periphery of the French Canad-
ian area, is the national capital. New government policies encourage or
require bilingualism for government employment. These factors certainly
motivated many of the parents, who may well have strongly encouraged their
children to learn French. Furthermore, the children themselves were prob-
ably exposed to a French environment to a much greater degree than in
Lewiston.
Another factor is the difference in teacher qualifications. The
Lewiston "bilingual specialists" were not regular teachers, although one
had his secondary certificate. The Canadian teachers were regular teachers,
and in the St. Lambert project, they were recruited from around the French
speaking world. They were also native French speakers, used to teaching
in French. The limited English language ability of many of them may have
been an asset in an immersion program. The Lewiston specialists had
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learned dialect French as a first language, but as adults they were clearly
dominant in English.
The amount of time children were exposed to French is probably
the major factor accounting for the weaker performance of the Lewiston
children. In the Canadian immersion projects, children were immersed in
French almost one hundred per cent of the time. In the Ottawa seventy-five
minute classes, the teachers compensated for the time limitations by doing
most of the talking and insisting that the children speak only French. In
contrast, in only the Holy Family mixed class was an average of seventy-
five minutes a day taught via French. In the Holy Family cognitive class,
sixty-six minutes a day were devoted to French, on the average. In the
Martel classes, grouping reduced the amount of time each child was taught
by the bilingual specialists to forty-two to forty-eight minutes a day.
Furthermore, the specialists intentionally reduced their talk time to forty
per cent or less of the total time. Some of this time they spoke English.
The children spoke a great deal, mostly in English. The combination of
these factors greatly reduced the children's exposure to French, even in
comparison with the Ottawa seventy-five minute classes.
It was noted that two of the bilingual specialists spoke a great
deal of local dialect in the classroom. This was not related to production
of dialect words on the French picture description tasks by their classes.
In fact, the mean number of dialect words produced in each class did not
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exceed one, out of twelve to twenty French words. The use of dialect
does not seem to be as great a problem as some have felt.
French reading was introduced in the first grade in the immersion
)
classes. For the Ottawa seventy-five minute classes, it has been put off
until grade three. Expert opinion holds that reading should not be intro-
duced simultaneously in two languages. Yet this was done in each of the
Lewiston classes except the Holy Family cognitive class, which did work
on French prereading skills. End of the year performance on teacher made
French reading tests was good. Furthermore, scores on the SRA Reading
Test in the Martel classrooms were not lower than in previous years. On
the contrary, the mean score in the confluent class was significantly
higher than the means of the previous two years. French reading was ap-
parently a successful activity, without retarding the acquisition of Eng-
lish reading skills
.
The confluent class also did better on the SRA Modern Math Test
this year than last, although this difference just missed statistical signifi-
cance. Perhaps the team teaching made possible by the presence of the
bilingual specialist helped the teacher to impart basic skills to a greater
degree than in past years. It is also possible that this young teacher's
additional year of experience in the school system made the difference.
She may have emphasized the prescribed reading and math curriculum more
this year than in the past.
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On the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B,
Martel classes excelled the comparison classes provided by Torrance on
originality and elaboration. This evaluator's impression is that particu-
larly creative bilingual specialists were selected for the Martel classes,
and that the staff development program was well suited to promote creativ-
ity. Certainly creativity was highly valued by the project director. Per-
haps this resulted in creative instruction and consequent high scores on
these variables.
Confluent vs. Cognitive vs. Mixed Approaches
Five class comparisons . Although no multivariate analysis of
variance among the five classes could be conducted because of data loss,
it is apparent that there was no overall difference among the classes. As
we have seen, the major difference between the Holy Family and the Mar-
tel classes had to do with grouping. Instruction in the Holy Family clas-
ses was almost exclusively directed to the entire class. In Martel, the
bilingual specialists generally worked with a third of the class in the con-
fluent and cognitive 1 classes, and with a half of the cognitive 2 class.
We have no evidence of the superiority of either approach.
Cognitive vs. confluent comparisons at Martel . Multivariate
analysis of variance showed no significant difference among the Martel
classes. Univariate analyses of variance were also not significant,
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except in one minor area. We may therefore report with confidence that
among classes with similar small group instructional settings, neither a
cognitive nor a confluent approach produces superior results on the vari-
ables included in this study. Creativity and empathy measures were
specifically included because of the expectation that the confluent class
would produce superior results. This was not the case with the creativity
measures. On the Inter-Person Perception Test, measuring an aspect of
empathy, the confluent class scored over two points higher than the cog-
nitive classes, but the difference was not statistically significant. This
difference may have been produced by the "What about me?" workbook
which was used in the confluent class shortly before the posttesting, but
not used in the cognitive classes.
Cognitive vs. mixed comparisons at Holy Family . One of the
Holy Family classes was originally assigned to employ a confluent ap-
proach. Although the word confluent implies a combination of affective
and cognitive elements, it was given operational meaning by the process
objectives in the project proposal, as was the word cognitive. The ap-
proach taken in the Holy Family class embodied processes specified as
uniquely cognitive as well as processes specified as uniquely confluent.
It was therefore decided to term this class mixed.
Multivariate analysis of variance showed the mixed class to be
significantly superior to the cognitive class overall. All variables were
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included in the analysis except those involving the French descriptions of
the children s own pictures. The cognitive class produced more French
words but also significantly more English words. Of the variables included
in the multivariate analysis, means were higher in the mixed class on all
but the Apell Test, on which the means were virtually equal. Only two of
these differences were significant by themselves, however.
The one highly significant difference, on the multiple choice
French reading test, is readily explainable. Only prereading activities oc-
cured in the cognitive class. In contrast, reading French textbooks was a
major activity in the mixed class. Dictation was also begun in April. In
this respect, the mixed class was most similar to the first grade St. Lam-
bert immersion classes. The evaluator observed evidence of great enthusi-
asm for these activities in the mixed class. Many children were observed
sitting on the edge of their chair raising their hands high for the privilege
of answering a question, reading aloud or writing dictation on the board.
The process reports indicate that there were many more activities
in the mixed class than in the cognitive class. On many of the activities
for cognitive classes or for both approaches, frequencies were much higher
in the mixed class than in the cognitive. These included singing French
songs, reading French stories aloud, creativity exercises, using the tape
recorder, prereading, reading, naming exercises, and lessons on culture.
In addition, such confluent activities as talk-ins, growth games,
label-
ing children's pictures of their favorite things, role playing,
and having
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children draw a character's feelings or draw something of their own and
share it with the class in French occured frequently. Occasionally,
children read their own stories after the teacher had written them down.
In addition, the mixed class used the Grand ir kits, a French Canadian
product designed for confluent education, and the "What about me?" work-
book. None of these activities occured in the cognitive class.
The bilingual specialist in the mixed class was a middle aged
ex-nun. Although lacking a teaching certificate and a college degree, she
had experience teaching in the primary grades of a parochial school. She
was a fluent French speaker, married to a man who spoke little English.
In the evaluator's opinion, she was enthusiastic, intelligent, and a highly
skilled teacher. The specialist in the cognitive class was also a fluent
French speaker, with travel experience in France. He held a masters de-
gree and a secondary certificate, and had experience teaching in a paro-
chial junior high school. He had no experience with young children, how-
ever, and seemed to find teaching them difficult. His class was plagued
by discipline problems. The teachers and bilingual specialists at Holy
Family agreed that one or two of the children had unusual behavior prob-
lems. The bilingual specialist seemed less able to cope with the situa-
tion than the regular teacher, however. It may be that the discipline
problems prevented the specialist from providing a wider range of activi-
ties, or that the lack of a diversity of activities helped create the
behavior
problems
.
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Both of the regular teachers at Holy Family were young unmarried
women and first year teachers. The teacher in the mixed class had had ex-
perience with the bilingual project the preceding year as a substitute
teacher for two months in a bilingual classroom. The other teacher had
had experience with the project as a university student. She sat in on
one of the classes for several days and submitted a report. It is unlikely
that differences between regular teachers caused the differences in results.
Affective factors . All bilingual specialists except the one who
taught the Holy Family cognitive class attended sensitivity training ses-
sions during the summer and monthly t groups during the year. In addition,
the director employed affective criteria in the selection process. The
Holy Family cognitive specialist was hired by the superintendent, however,
and did not arrive until the end of the summer. He rebelled against the
sensitivity training and refused to attend the later sessions. It is likely,
therefore, that the sensitivity training had some effect on the behavior of
the specialists in all classes but his. In other words, it may have contam-
inated the cognitive approach in the Martel classes. From this point of
view, the Holy Family comparison may be more valid.
The Martel cognitive specialists seemed to be in a bind. The di-
rector clearly preferred the confluent approach, their own personalities in-
clined them to it, the example of the confluent class inspired them, and
their sensitivity training encouraged them to apply it. They did refrain
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from engaging in most of the confluent activities. However, they expres-
sed their own feelings freely in the classroom, as the proposal indicated
they should.
The confluent specialist did encourage the children to express
their feelings. Negative feelings were freely voiced more often than is
common in first grade classes. The children were observed by the Martel
specialists to be much more independent in their actions than the children
in the cognitive classes, who generally waited to do what they were told.
Obedience and conformity were apparently demanded more by the older
regular teachers in the cognitive classes than by the young teacher in the
confluent class. Perhaps as a consequence of the confluent approach, the
whole class seemed to go through a succession of moods. For weeks at a
time they would do well in French, then "forget" all the French they knew
for several weeks. On the other hand, it could be that such moods were
latent in many project children, and the confluent approach did well to
bring it out. It did seem disruptive to the learning of French, however.
Frustration seems inevitable whenever children are required to
learn via a weaker language. The Martel cognitive teachers just lived
with the frustration, until in January the director decided that the special-
ists could use some English. The Holy Family cognitive teacher spoke
only French until mid-November, by which time the discipline problems
had become so great that he reverted to English for disciplinary purposes
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and explanations. The Martel confluent teacher used some English
throughout. The interesting point here is that by encouraging the children
to express their feelings, she brought out the tension about the unnatural
requirement that the class function in French when both the children and,
to a lesser degree, the teacher were dominant in English. This produced
a dilemma for the specialist: to respond to the children's feelings would
mean to sacrifice the goal of immersing the children in French. Perhaps
some would argue that it would have been preferable to let the children
suffer their frustrations in silence, for their own good.
The tension in the confluent class was lessened by reducing the
demands placed upon the children. The children spoke English freely, and
the specialist spoke mostly the Lewiston French dialect. The children
were allowed to choose some of their own activities, and activities pro-
vided by the specialist were intended to be fun. The children apparently
enjoyed the class. On one occasion, they refused to go out to recess, pre-
ferring instead to remain in the French class. Often at the end of the
French period, children made remarks such as "Aw, now we have to go
back to the hard stuff."
In the mixed class, the specialist sensed immediately the child-
ren's frustration at hearing only French during the French period. She knew
also that the children's knowledge of French was inadequate for the expres-
sion of feelings. Rather than being bound by the director's dictates, she
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adapted to meet the situation. She spoke a great deal of English at the
beginning of the year, and offered direct instruction in structural aspects
of French. She did not initiate any confluent activities until November.
The children's feelings were never explored very deeply. "Talk-ins" were
mostly discussions of the children's week-end activities. As the year
progressed, she spoke less and less English and reduced instruction
about the French language. Choral and individual oral reading of French
texts provided something definite for the children to hold on to, and gave
them a sense of accomplishment. In this way, the children were seemingly
led to develop positive feelings about the program, rather than giving vent
to their initial negative feelings.
Conclusion
Key findings . The success of instruction via a weaker language
as a method of teaching that language is limited by several factors, the
most important of which is probably the amount of time children are actu-
ally exposed to the language. Neither grouping nor whole group instruc-
tion produced superior results. Among classes with grouping, neither a
traditional cognitive approach nor a confluent approach stressing affect-
ive experience and expression produced superior results on a variety of
measures. Between classes with whole group instruction, a "mixed" ap-
proach employing a large number and a wide variety of cognitive and
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confluent activities produced results which were superior to those pro-
duced by an approach employing a limited number of cognitive activities.
The skill of the bilingual specialists involved may have been a major fac-
tor in these differences. Choral and individual oral French reading were
successful activities in the mixed class, and apparently had no negative
consequences for the learning of English reading and writing. The stress
laid on the expression of feelings in the confluent class seemed to have
various consequences, both positive and negative.
Limitations
.
Subjects were not randomly assigned to classes
within each school. Although we have no indication that there was any
bias in the school administrator's assignments, that possibility does
exist. This study is therefore only a quasi-experiment. Also, the pro-
portion of children with some home French language background differs
somewhat among classes in each school and considerably between the
schools. Univariate analyses show this factor to be of moderate import-
ance to the French language results. Perhaps a stronger design would
have been to employ two way analysis of variance, varying by class and
language background.
The sociolinguistic setting, while not unique, is far from univer-
sal. Lewiston is a city which has long maintained its French Canadian
linguistic and cultural heritage. A marked linguistic shift has affected
the current generation of children, however. The trend is definitely
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toward passive bilingualism and monolingualism. At the same time, there
is no evidence of cultural or linguistic stereotyping among the first grade
children in our study, although it apparently exists among adults, a Franco-
American revitalization movement seems to be just getting underway. It
would not be safe to generalize our findings to settings which differ ap-
preciably on one or more of these factors.
The generalizability of the comparisons among approaches is
limited by the relatively poor circumstances and test results in the lan-
guage area. It is conceivable that different results would have been ob-
tained by cross-class comparisons in a project which achieved overall
results comparable to those of the Canadian immersion or seventy-five
minute classes
.
Implications . The Canadian immersion classes, and especially
the Ottawa seventy-five minute French classes, stressed receptive learn-
ing of French. Infants pass through a receptive phase before they begin
to express themselves in their native language. In both cases, the re-
sults are generally superior to those produced by the Lewiston Bilingual
Project. The implication could be that at the first grade level, children
should be exposed to more French, even if the opportunity to express
themselves must be sacrificed to some extent. If this conclusion is ac-
cepted, it would seem to follow that whole group instruction is to be pre-
ferred. The main purpose of grouping seems to be to promote interaction
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between the teacher and the children. The consequence is the reduction
of the time each child is exposed to French. It is true that there was not
a significant difference among classes employing whole class and small
group means of instruction. However, the small group method might limit
improvement in results under more ideal circumstances. Whole group in-
struction has proven itself under more ideal circumstances in the Canadi-
an projects
.
If a whole group approach is taken, the mixed class clearly pro-
vides a better model than the Holy Family cognitive class. The mixed
class differed in several important respects from the Ottawa seventy-five
minute classes, however. Both took the same length of time. The Ottawa
teachers reportedly talked more, and accepted only French from the child-
ren. Only the "poorer" teachers resorted to English. Instruction about
French as a second language was apparently not a feature of the Ottawa
seventy-five minute classes, as it was of the mixed class. Also, conflu-
ent activities were not specifically included in the Ottawa program.
French reading was not taught in first grade simultaneously with English
reading, as it was in the mixed class. In French language production, the
Ottawa seventy-five minute children were decidedly superior to students in
the Holy Family mixed class.
It may well be that differences in sociolinguistic environment are
responsible for the superior performance of the Canadian children. If this
*
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is the case, then most of the speculations above are without foundation.
The only clearcut conclusion would seem to be that if a traditional whole
group instruction approach to ethnic language retention is taken, it should
include affective elements and reading in the ethnic language. Even this
conclusion must be regarded as highly tentative, however. The critic
might attribute differences between the classes to personality differences
between the bilingual specialists (although these obviously are related to
the approach used)
. Even if we do conclude that the mixed approach was
superior to the cognitive approach in the Holy Family first grade, we are
still unable to generalize this finding to markedly different settings.
Suggestions for further research . To resolve the uncertainties
mentioned in the previous section, it would be necessary to conduct a care-
fully controlled experiment in a setting such as Ottawa or the Montreal area.
Both grouping and approach (cognitive, confluent or mixed) could be varied,
with the Ottawa seventy-five minute class serving as a model for a whole
group cognitive class. The experiment could also be conducted in a less
diglossic setting such as Lewiston. In such a setting, however, a domi-
nant French speaker should be selected to teach the whole group cognitive
class. A true replication of the seventy-five minute approach should in-
volve a teacher who is in fact unable to communicate well or at all in Eng-
lish. Otherwise, the temptation is too great to slip into English, as the
Lewiston project demonstrated. If desired, all teachers could be French
'
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monolingual, for comparability. In this case, however, the mixed model
would be altered.
As an alternative, the comparison could be restricted to the two
approaches which, we have argued, show the greatest potential: the Holy
Family mixed and the Ottawa seventy-five minute approaches. It has al-
ready been established that the immersion approach is the most satisfac-
tory, but many school systems may not wish to devote more than seventy-
five minutes a day to instruction via a weaker language.
Summary
The experience of the past several years in the grade schools for
English Canadian Protestants in the Montreal suburb of St. Lambert has ef-
fectively disproven the theory that learning via a weaker language is neces-
sarily a linguistic and academic handicap. The children were totally im-
mersed in French beginning in kindergarten, with the amount of time de-
voted to instruction via French gradually reduced to fifty per cent of the
total in grade five. Their performance on tests of English language ability
and achievement was comparable to that of the English Canadian controls,
and their performance in French was nearly as good as that of the French
Canadian controls in most respects. In addition, they developed more
favorable attitudes and behaviors toward French speakers than the English
controls
.
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Comparable results have been produced in first grade in two work-
ing class schools in Montreal, and in eight classes in the Ottawa area. In
addition, in several Ottawa classes instruction was via French for seventy-
five minutes a day. Controlled comparisons showed these children scoring
lower than the Ottawa immersion children on many variables, but still do-
ing quite well.
The Canadian immersion and seventy-five minute classes are tradi-
tionally structured, with most of the responsibility for the children's learn-
ing placed on the teacher. Language learning is largely receptive in first
grade. Whole group instruction facilitates maximum exposure of all child-
ren to the teacher's voice. This is in contrast to a point of view which
stresses verbal interaction among children and teachers in small group set-
tings, with the major responsibility for learning placed on the student. A
related viewpoint stresses affective factors in education, such as emotions,
fantasy, creativity and empathy. An approach combining these elements
and termed the "confluent" approach was adopted in one of the first grade
classes of the Lewiston, Maine Bilingual Project.
In the same school, two classes were assigned to employ a "cog-
nitive" approach, modeled on the St. Lambert approach. Instruction was
to be via French. The point was to determine whether the confluent ap-
proach or the cognitive approach would be more successful in instruction
via a weaker language. Less time was devoted to the French period
than
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even the seventy-five minutes of some of the Ottawa classes, however, a
and most instruction was by small group.
In another school, one class was assigned to be cognitive and
the other confluent. Both employed whole group instruction in French al-
most exclusively. The French period was comparable in length to the Ot-
tawa seventy-five minute classes. The class which had been assigned
the confluent approach put off confluent activities for a couple of months,
stressing cognitive activities. An approach evolved which combined cog-
nitive and confluent activities. A large number and diversity of activities
were employed in comparison to the other classes. Oral textbook reading
and dictation were especially emphasized. This approach was termed
"mixed.
"
Testing revealed that none of the Lewiston classes were as suc-
cessful in imparting a mastery of French as the Canadian projects. This
may well have been due to differences in sociolinguistic setting. There
was little difference among the five Lewiston classes as a whole on a
variety of linguistic, affective and achievement measures. Multivariate
analysis of variance showed no significant difference among the classes
employing small group instruction. Between the classes employing whole
group instruction, however, multivariate analysis of variance showed the
mixed class to be superior overall.
APPENDIX I
PHONEME PRODUCTION TEST*
1 . Avez-vous
_vu la lune?
2. C'e'tait en _ete£.
3. Mon pere a deux oreille s
.
4. La terre sous le soleil.
5. Lajrose est de l 1 autre cotd.
6. L*effort d'un seul pilote.
7. La note a gauche
.
8. T'ai souvent peur.
9. II n'y a pas de pain a la ronde
.
10. Onze saints.
1 1 . Chacun a emprunte' un pneu.
12 . Un petit miracle
.
13. La tache dujeunejuge.
14. J'ai une baJLle et un joli ballon pale.
*From Lambert and Macnamara , 1969. Underlined portions were
scored.
APPENDIX II
(Common Concepts Test)*
STIMULUS SENTENCES
French—Form 1 French—Form 2
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
Voici une salle de classe. 1.
Ils sont assis
. 2
.
Je ne vois pas de chaise. 3.
Je vois trois oiseaux. 4.
Je vois un train. 5.
II y a un livre sur la table. 6.
II lit un livre
. 7
.
Les enfants se depechent. 8.
Je vois une pare de chemin de 9.
fer (station de train)
.
L'hiver le ciel est souvent gris . 10.
La dame fait la cuisine (a mangei). 11.
Ils se sont assis a table. 12.
Elle nettove la fenetre (lave).
Elle ecrit avec un stylo (une 13.
plume) 14.
ou sont les chaussettes (bas). 15.
Les enfants courent. 16.
Le chien dort.
Ils marchent. 17.
II porte une veste (unmanteaq). 18.
Ils jouent au ballon (a une ball^.
(a la boule) . 19
.
II n*y a personne sur la chaise. 20.
Je vois un agent (de police) . 21.
II y a une bouteille sur la chaise. 22.
II fait chaud a la campagne. 23.
Elle riecrit pas, mais elle joue. 24.
La chaise est devant la table. 25.
Elle a les cheveux gris. 26.
Le soleilbrille a la campagne. 27.
Le numero est noir. 28.
Je vois deux fenetres dans
la chambre. 29.
La porte est ouverte
.
La tasse est sur la table.
II est plus petit qu'elle.
Ou est la boite aux lettres?
Ou est la vache ?
Le chat est pres du panier.
II ne lit pas, il ecoute.
Les petites filles courent.
II y a un chiffre rouge sur le
mur.
Je vois un cheval.
La nappe est blanche.
II y a une pendule sur le mur
(horloge)
.
En general c'est ici qu'on dort.
II porte une veste (manteau)
.
La boite est fermee.
Les feuilles de cet arbre sont
jaunes
.
Le chien est pres du feu.
II y a plusieurs magasins dans
cette rue.
Ils apprennent.
Je vois le numero huit.
II nV a rien sur la boite.
Je vois une moto (motocyclette).
Je ne vois pas de fenetres.
II y a de la neige l'hiver.
La petite fille joue.
La tasse est vide.
Le garcon mange.
Les deux garcons ne portent pas
de chapeau.
II y a quelque chose sur la
chaise.
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31. Le drapeau est dehors.
32
. II pleut.
33. Je vois une foret.
34. Envoie-la moi!
35. II y en a cinq sur la chaise.
36. Ils boiront du lait.
37. Nous sommes assis a table.
38. Je ne vois pas de garpon.
39. Les enfants mangent.
40. Ils recontrent un ami dans la rue.
41. Ou est le bureau?
42. II y a des etoiles dans le ciel.
43. L'escalier est devant la maison.
44
. II surveille (regarde)
.
45 . Elle est seule
.
46. Le chat se repose pres de la
table
.
47. Les magasins sont neufs (nou-
veaux)
.
48. La cheminee est rouge.
49. La tasse est brune.
50. II a une montre -bracelet (montre).
51. Je vois deux verres sur la table.
52. Je vois deux bicyclettes.
53. II fait nuit (noir)
.
54. II porte des chaussettes rouges
(bas)
.
55. II n'y a rien au mur.
56. Ils ont deux enfants.
57 . II est seul.
58. Je vois un drapeau.
59. Je vois les arbres par la fe nitre.
60. Elle ne porte pas de chaussures
(souliers)
.
61. Dans la campagne on ne vois
pas de magasins
.
62. Ils voyagent en chemin de fer
(train)
.
63. La nappe est rouge.
64. II y a une boite devant la table.
65. Le gar^on regarde la maitresse.
66. Elle porte une robe bleue.
67. Les garpons jouent devant la
maison.
30. Elle prepare le repas.
31. II y a quatre personnes dans
la piece (chambre)
.
32. Le sol est blanc (la terre est
blanche)
33. Je vois les marches de l'es-
calier
.
34. II y un banc sur le trottoir.
35. Ses deux mains sont sur la
table
.
36. Je vois une tasse de cafe chaud.
37. Que mangent-ils?
38. La maitresse est debout.
39. La porte rouge est ouverte.
40. Ou sont les oiseaux?
41. Ici on ecoute de la musique.
42. Les enfants se depechent.
43. Ils vont a l'ecole a pied, on
velo
,
et en voiture (bicycle)
.
44. Les chaussettes pendent sur
la chaise (bas)
.
45. Ils travaillent dans la chambre
a coucher.
46. La table est ronde.
47. Le drapeau est au mur.
48. L'avion est en vol (vol)
.
49. II n'y a pas de nappe sur la
table
50. La porte n'est pas ouverte.
51. Je vois une chaise noire.
52. Je vois des magasins.
53. La lune n'est pas ronde.
54. II tient un marteau.
55. C'est ici qu'il apprend.
56. C'est l'hiver.
57. Les fenetres sont petites et
ha ute s
.
58. La maitresse lit.
59. Je vois le numero 50.
60. Elle vient d'entrer.
61. II traverse la riviere.
62. Ils ont tr^s faim.
63. Je vois une tasse brune.
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68. Je vois une machine a ecrire.
69. Ils sont dans la salle a manger.
70. Elle joue avec sa poupee.
71. Nous sommes dehors.
72. La porte est fermee.
73. Une nappe couvre la table.
74. II va boire un verre de lait.
75 . II peche
.
76. Ma maitresse est jeune.
77. Le trottoir est brillant.
78. II est couche sur le plancher.
79 . Ils sont assis
.
80. Sa chemise de sport est bleue.
64. Le cafe' est trop chaud, on ne
peut pas le boire.
65. Elle lave la fenetre.
66. Elle est pres de la lampe.
67
. Ils ne jouent pas dans la rue.
68 . II fume la pipe
.
69. Ils sont deux dans la cuisine.
70. Les enfants se depechent.
7 1
.
Je vois le soleil.
72. Je fais mes devoirs.
73. II n'y a pas de fenetres.
74. II y a un lit dans la chambre.
75. II est debout au coin de la rue.
76. II est midi.
77. Le tapis est multicolore.
78. Ici il fait mauvais.
79. Nous regardons la ville.
80. Les murs sont verts.
* Lewiston alterations in parentheses. Altered original underlined.
APPENDIX III
APELL TEST
Language Section
Part of
French Speech Negative
noun
English
1. the animal
2. the one that is
not a toy
3. the one that is
not a plant
4. the vehicle
5. the tool
6. him
7. the dog who is
not sitting
8. where it is in
the water
9. where she is in
the boat
10. where they are
walking
11. where the cat jumps
12. the boy who is
not running
13. the boy reading
14. the smallest
chair
15. the biggest duck
16. the one that is
not large
17. the tallest
tree
18. the many toys
19. the feet
20. the children
2 1. the boats in the
water
22. where there is no-
thing on the table
l'animal
la chose qui n'est
pas une bebelle
la chose qui n'est
pas une plante
le vehicule
l'outil
lui
la chien qui n'est
pas assis
ou ca se trouve
dans l'eau
ou elle est dans
le bateau
ou ils marchent
aux autre
s
ou le chat saute
le garcon qui ne
court pas
le garcon qui lit
la chaise qui est la
plus petite
le plus gros canard
celle qui n'est
pas grosse
l'arbre qui est le
plus haut
beaucoupde bebelles
les pieds
les enfants
les bateaux dans
l'eau
ou il y a rien sur
la table
noun X
noun X
noun
noun
pronoun
verb X
pronoun
pronoun
pronoun
verb
verb X
verb
adjective
adjective
adjective X
adjective
plural
plural
plural
plural
preposition
English French
Part of
Speech
Nega-
tive
23. the ball by la boule qui est
the chair pres de la chaise preposition
24 . the duck in le canard qui est
the water dans l'eau preposition
25 . the cat with la chat avec la
the ball boule preposition
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